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Club Goals
· Further the use of CW
· Encourage newcomers to use Morse code
· Engender friendships among members

Website: www.fists.co.uk Email: keynote@fists.co.uk

Hi-Mound Autokeyer, Model UFO-001—Page 28

FISTS CW Club, Promoting Morse Code for over 25 Years

SPRING 2014 Issue 26, Series 2

FISTS was founded in 1987 by the late George “Geo” Longden, G3ZQS

“Accuracy transcends speed,
courtesy at all times.”

“When you’ve worked a FISTS,
you’ve worked a friend.”
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CableTidy for Vibroplex keys
This is a series of 4 PC Boards and
cables to greatly simplify and tidy
up the cable connections of the
shown VIBROPLEX keys.

The cables are 1 metre long and are
terminated in a standard metal 6.4
mm stereo plug as found on most
rigs. A 3.5 mm stereo plug cable
can be supplied if REQUESTED.

The boards are double sided plated
through and Silver plated.
Red in colour to match the Vibroplex red paddle keys however there is now a BLACK
version for the VIBROPLEX ORIGINAL BUG models. The Rig cable is screened and flexible.

Universal, GHD (2 models), Lionel J-36, K8RA Paddles, and RAF Type D
CableTidys now available.

The keys are shown for demonstration ONLY and are NOT included in the price.
You are purchasing the PC Board of choice and its Key to Rig cable.
All models inclusive of UK post costs are £20.70 or at a discount price of £18.00 for
FISTS members (please quote your callsign when ordering).

Isoterm Interfaces

This is a range of radio-computer interfaces, available with a 5% discount for FISTS
members. For further information and pricing, visit www.g3liv.co.uk

Mr J Melvin
2 Salters Court, Gosforth
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE3 5BH

Web: www.g3liv.co.uk
Email: johnny.g3liv@gmail.com
Tel: 0191 2843028

ALL products can be viewed at www.g3liv.co.uk For reviews, see
www.eham.net/reviews/detail/9689 and www.eham.net/reviews/detail/1456

PSK31 Isoterm MulticonUSB Isoterm Multimode
interface

DATA Isoterm
Traveller

USB Deluxe Dual
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Key Note is the quarterly magazine of the FISTS CW Club in Europe

FISTS, PO Box 6743, Tipton, DY4 4AU, England, UK. Tel: 01902 338973
Please send Key Note articles, comments and distribution questions to:
Graham Smith G3ZOD Email: keynote@fists.co.uk

For feedback/help with the RAIBC audio version of Key Note, please contact:
Chris Pearson G5VZ Email: chris@fists.co.uk

For help with subscriptions, membership and the website, please contact:
Graham Smith G3ZOD Email: members@fists.co.uk

To arrange or volunteer for Slow Morse contacts, please contact:
John Griffin M0CDL Email: qrs@fists.co.uk

For on-air activity questions or logs, please contact the Activities Manager:
Chris Pearson G5VZ Email: chris@fists.co.uk

For general questions, including information about rallies, please contact:
Paul Webb M0BMN Email: paul@fists.co.uk Tel: 01902 338973

To order items or to ask questions about Club Sales, please contact:
Anne Webb Email: sales@fists.co.uk

For questions about Awards or to apply for them, please contact:
Dennis Franklin K6DF Email: awards@fists.co.uk

4658 Capitan Drive, Fremont, CA, 94536-5448, USA

For help with the FISTSCW Yahoo News Group Forum, please contact:
Mark Waldron M0BLT Email: forum@fists.co.uk

FISTS Overseas FISTS Down Under: www.fistsdownunder.org
 FISTS East Asia: www.feacw.net
 FISTS North America: www.fistsna.org

Most successful HF port-
able operators use CW.

Many also use our
Accessories!

Over 150 products.
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Subscriptions can be sent to FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, England, UK.

Current Members ONLY!
£6 KN via Internet £8 KN post to UK £10 KN post to Eu £13 KN post to DX

Re-joiners and New Members ONLY! Please see the following table:

Month of joining
or re-joining

Key Note
via Internet

Key Note by Post

Dec, Jan, Feb or Mar £7.25 £9.50 UK (£12.00 Europe, £15.75 DX)
Apr or May £6.00 £8.00 UK (£10.00 Europe, £13.00 DX)
Jun, Jul or Aug £4.50 £6.00 UK (£7.50 Europe, £9.75 DX)
Sep, Oct or Nov £3.00 £4.00 UK (£5.00 Europe, £6.50 DX)

QSL Bureau www.fists.co.uk/buro

Grant G0UQF has now retired from the Bureau; we thank him for his many years
of service.  Thank you to Jim M0ZAK, who has taken over G3.

Please send outgoing QSL cards and any questions to the QSL Bureau Manager:

Rob Walker M0BPT Email: buro@fists.co.uk
FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, England, UK.

Please write FISTS and the member number of the
station you contacted at the top left of the QSL card.
The bureau can also accept cards to be sent to mem-
bers of RSGB, RSARS, RAFARS, RNARS and G-QRP.
Please write the organisation name at the top left.

Incoming QSL cards for UK members: These are handled by the QSL Bureau
Sub-managers. Please send them your stamped, self-addressed envelopes:

G1, G2, G5, G6, G7, G8 and
Specials (GB, GX, MX etc.)

John Griffin M0CDL, 35 Cottage Street,
Kingswinford DY6 7QE
john@fists.co.uk

G0
Bill McGill GM0DXB,
112 West Main Street, Armadale,
Bathgate, West Lothian EH48 3JB

M and 2
Phil Hughes 2E0DPH, 111 Wisbech
Road, Littleport, Ely CB6 1JJ

Wales and SWL
Paul Webb M0BMN, 40 Links Road,
Penn, Wolverhampton WV4 5RF
paul@fists.co.uk

G3 and G4
Jim Steel M0ZAK, 6 Central Avenue,
Shepshead LE12 9HP
m0zak@ntlworld.com

Incoming QSL cards for Eu & DX members: Please send postage and not enve-
lopes—contact Rob M0BPT (details above) for more information.
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Please donate used stamps
Chuck M0AVW collects used stamps for charities.  When you’ve received your
QSL cards, please send the used stamps, and any others you have, to him:

Chuck M0AVW, 32 Woodford Walk, Harewood Park, THORNABY TS17 0LT
***Please DON’T send Chuck outgoing QSL cards!  If you would like an acknowl-
edgement by email, please include a slip with your email address on
(BLOCK CAPITALS, please). Many thanks to all those who have sent stamps in.

Editorial Graham G3ZOD #8385

Welcome to this edition of Key Note.

You may recall a graph included on the back cover of the Autumn 2013 Key Note
displaying the dates and proportions by mode of QSOs uploaded to Club Log.
This showed that participation in CW has been relatively steady for many years
and is greater than either SSB voice or data modes (interestingly the proportion
of SSB voice QSOs is declining).  In light of this, I wonder why people feel the
need to promote CW in a negative and somewhat apologetic manner?  Here is
an example:

“The European Radio Amateurs’ Organization announces a new party on the
air, this time with the motto: ‘CW still alive and kicking’.”

“…still alive and kicking”??  To me, this sends out a message that CW is barely
surviving rather than the truth that it is doing very nicely indeed.  If we want
people to continue to take up CW, they need to know that it is worth their while
and not about to disappear.  As well as activity on the air, there have been
numerous new CW radios, keys, keyers, and other CW-accessories featured in
recent Key Notes, showing the health of this aspect of amateur radio.

So, let’s encourage people to take part in CW by letting them know the fun and
satisfaction to be had, and not by apologising or being embarrassed about it!

On a different topic, misunderstandings in the online publication ‘Ethics and
Operating Procedures for the Radio Amateur’ have lead to confusion and poor
CW operating practice.  As the authors have declined to make changes, The
Icelandic Association of Radio Amateurs has written a policy paper for
submission to the IARU Region 1 conference later this year—the article on
page 11 discusses the issues.

FISTS CW Club supports the Icelandic Association’s excellent work on behalf of all
CW operators in this matter and I hope you will too.

73 de Graham G3ZOD

https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn1013a5.pdf
https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn1013a5.pdf
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Event Calendar Available online at fists.co.uk/events

First day Last day Event Times (UTC)
All days until 31 Mar 2015 EuCW Snakes & Ladders 24 hours a day
Saturdays Jul–Dec 2014 FISTS Eu Two Metre 1700–1800
Sundays Jul–Dec 2014 FISTS Eu Two Metre 0900–1000

Sun 27 Jul FISTS Eu Ladder 1400–1600, 1800–2000
Sun 10 Aug FISTS Eu Ladder 1400–1600, 1800–2000
Sun 24 Aug FISTS Eu Ladder 1400–1600, 1800–2000
Sun 31 Aug FISTS Eu Fifth Sunday 1300–1700
Wed 03 Sep FISTS NA / NAQCC Sprint 0000–0300
Fri 05 Sep Sun 07 Sep FISTS NA G3ZQS Contest 2300–2300
Sun 14 Sep FISTS Eu Ladder 1400–1600, 1800–2000
Sun 28 Sep FISTS Eu Ladder 1400–1600, 1800–2000
Fri 03 Oct FISTS Eu German Unity Day 1400–1700
Sun 05 Oct FISTS Eu 100 Yards Dot Dot Dash 1400–1540
Sat 11 Oct FISTS NA Fall Sprint 1700–2100
Sun 12 Oct FISTS Eu Ladder 1400–1600, 1800–2000
Sun 26 Oct FISTS Eu Ladder 1400–1600, 1800–2000

Members worldwide are encouraged to join in all FISTS activities.
There is a brief version of the calendar at the top right of the website home page
fists.co.uk and a full one at fists.co.uk/events.

EuCW Snakes & Ladders takes place until 31�� March 2015.  Conversational QSOs
are required on 160m–2m with the exception of 60m and 4m.  Logs need to
include locators that are at least 4 characters long, but these do not have to be
passed over the air.  Begali Keys will be presented to two lucky participants
when the activity finishes at the end of March 2015.

FISTS Europe Two Metre sessions take place on Saturdays 1700–1800 UTC and
Sundays 0900–1000 UTC during July–December 2014 inclusive.  As with other
activities, these are sociable events.  The minimum exchange is:

RST, first name, 6-character locator, and member number (if applicable).
For the full rules, see http://fists.co.uk/twom or page 31.

FISTS Europe Ladder sessions take place on the 2ⁿ� and 4�� Sunday of each
month 1400–1600 & 1800–200 UTC.  This is an easy-going event with friendly,
conversational QSOs.  Any band other than 630m, 60m, 30m, 17m, and 12m.
The minimum exchange is:

RST, first name, QTH, and member number (if applicable).
For the full rules, see fists.co.uk/ladder or the Winter 2013/2014 Key Note.

http://fists.co.uk/events
http://eucw.org/sl.html
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fists2m
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http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsfifthsundays
http://naqcc.info/nancy.html
http://fistsna.org/operating.html#straightkey
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
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http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsinternationaldays
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsddd2014
http://www.fistsna.org/operating.html#sprints
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
http://fists.co.uk/
http://fists.co.uk/events
http://eucw.org/bega.html
http://fists.co.uk/twom
http://fists.co.uk/ladder
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FISTS Europe Fifth Sunday takes place on the 31�� August 1300–1700 UTC.
QSOs, bands, and the exchange are the same as for the Ladder (see previous
page) except that you can contact the same operator on different bands.  The
full rules are available at fists.co.uk/fifth or in the Winter 2013/2014 Key Note.

FISTS North America / NAQCC Sprint takes place on the 3�� September 0000–
0300.  Bands are 160m–10m.  Call ‘CQ FN’.  The exchange is:

NANCY / USA state or Canadian Province or DX Country / B if you are both a
FISTS and NAQCC member, F if only FISTS, N if only NAQCC

For example, K3WWP has a QSO with MM0QNH:
K3WWP sends: MM0QNH NANCY PA B
MM0QNH sends: K3WWP NANCY SCOTLAND F

The full rules are available at naqcc.info/nancy.html

FISTS North America G3ZQS Straight Key Contest takes place on the 5��
September 2300 UTC to 7�� September 2300 UTC.  Bands are 80m, 40m, 20m,
15m, & 10m.  Call ‘CQ FS’. The exchange is:

RST, U.S. state/Canadian province/DXCC country, first name, FISTS number
(or power output for non-FISTS)

The full rules are available at fistsna.org/operating.html#straightkey

FISTS Europe German Unity Day is on 3�� October 1400–1700 UTC.  QSOs,
bands, and exchanges are the same as for the Ladder (see earlier).  Rules are at
fists.co.uk/idays or in the Winter 2013/2014 Key Note.

FISTS Europe 100 Yard Dot Dot Dash takes place on the 5�� October 1400 UTC–
15:40 UTC (100 minutes).  For the rules, see http://fists.co.uk/ddd or page 34.

FISTS North America Sprint takes place on the 11�� October 1700–2100 UTC.
The bands, CQ call, and exchange are the same as for the G3ZQS Straight Key
Contest (above).
The full rules are available at fistsna.org/operating.html#sprints

Prices in Key Note
Some articles in Key Note quote prices for products.  These are correct at the
time of writing and typically do not include delivery.

Please be aware that if importing products from outside your country, you may
have to pay additional taxes, duties, and handling fees on import.

For purchases of amateur radio items between Eu countries, usually VAT is paid
at the time of purchase and there are no further charges on import; however we
cannot guarantee this—if in doubt, check first!

http://fists.co.uk/fifth
http://naqcc.info/nancy.html
http://fistsna.org/operating.html#straightkey
http://fists.co.uk/idays
http://fists.co.uk/ddd
http://www.fistsna.org/operating.html#sprints
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Annual Renewals—is yours overdue? Subscriptions become due on 1st April
except where members have taken out longer subscriptions.  You can tell if

yours is due by looking at the address label on the Key Note envelope, by logging
on to the website—the renewal date is on the main Members’ Area web page
fists.co.uk/members—or by emailing members@fists.co.uk.

Achievements
Congratulations to the following European members on earning their new
licences and callsigns:

Paddy 2E0TXP: Full Licence and callsign M0TXP.
Russ 2W1RSS: Full Licence and callsign MW0RKD.
Maureen 2E0HDS: Full Licence and callsign M0HQC.
Gerald 2E0DCW: Full Licence and callsign M0NAX.
Bob 2E0CXF: Full Licence and callsign M0HQM.
Derrick M6DCK: Intermediate Licence and callsign 2E0RYN.
John M6DKF: Intermediate Licence and callsign 2E0JHO.
Phil GSWL20: Foundation Licence and callsign M6PCY.

Congratulations to the following international FISTS Award winners:

Richard G0ILN #398 Millionaire 2 Million Endorsement, Spectrum 40m
Peter G4LHI #2219 Perpetual Prefix 150 Endorsement
Milan OK1KW #4827 Millionaire 8, 9, & 10 Million Endorsements
Milan S58MU #8905 Basic Century
George K4GM #10323 Silver Century, Millionaire, Perpetual Prefix,

Perpetual Prefix 50 & 100 Endorsements
Barry 5B4AHO #10851 Basic Century
John 2E0JCY #13253 Silver Century
Phil N1DN #14602 Basic Century
John G4LRG #14873 Spectrum 40m, Perpetual Prefix,

Perpetual Prefix 50 & 100 Endorsements
Pete WA6OEF #15666 Spectrum 20m
David G4DXX #15919 Silver Century
Tony G6GLP #16262 Basic Century
Merv G4KLE #16273 Silver Century, 1 X QRP,

Millionaire 2 Million Endorsement
Fred G3YJQ #16276 Silver Century
Uria IZ4ZBN #16562 Millionaire
Pete G0PNM #16592 Basic Century

Membership Report Graham G3ZOD #8385

http://fists.co.uk/members
mailto:members@fists.co.uk
http://fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html
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A very warm welcome to our latest FISTS Europe members:

Note that we (FISTS Europe) are now issuing numbers in the 169nn series—soon
either ourselves or FISTS North America will reach the 17nnn numbers!

Silent Keys
I’m sorry to report that the following members are now Silent Keys:

Jim G2DZF joined the club in 1988 and, as far as I can tell, had unbroken
membership since then.  The ‘G2’ + three letter callsigns have an unusual
history.  They were issued between 1920 and 1939 but without the letter ‘G’, i.e.
Jim’s original callsign would have been 2DZF.  These callsigns were issued with
what were called ‘artificial aerial’ licences (an ‘artificial aerial’ being what we
now know as a ‘dummy load’).  The UK licensing authority at the time did its best
not to issue full licences and preferred artificial aerial licences.  A Morse test was
required along with details of what research was going to be undertaken.  The
licensees were allowed to build and test equipment but were not allowed to

Bryan M0OIC 16654
Ted M6JRN 16655
Mario DF6CM 16656
David Z63MED 16657
Giles G0AJC 16658
The Radio Club
 M0WYC 16660
Barry G4RKO 16667
Colin M1BUU 16668
Jean ON7AMI 16669
Thor LA2LI 16670
Bert DJ0MEW 16671
Diego IW2MXE 16672
Kevin G0PHP 16673
Ray GM3PIL 16674
Martin M0WZM 16675
Gary M1FGS 16676
Willy DF3EH 16677

Marshall M6DXL 16678
Paul M0PCF 16679
Karsten DL3HRT 16680
Ray G3JRE 16681
Peter G3ESY 16682
David 2E0EML 16683
Alan M1TAP 16684
Bruno F6HHK 16685
Matt M6RFP 16686
Peter G4ADP 16687
John G3RXA 16688
Alan G4GNX 16689
Kris G4UDG 16690
Roy G4ZCW 16691
Steve M0GNG 16692
Ian G4DPF 16694
Andrew M6APP 16695
John G4PBN 16696

Tony GSWL22 16697
Marco IZ4ISK 16698
Mike M1BVA 16699
Graham G4NMD 16900
Paul IK1JPW 16901
Chris G0VUT 16902
Keith G0CXP 16903
Bernard G8EWF 16904
Mike G1KOT 16905
John G7KYH 16906
Alf V31CR 16907
Scott 2E0CSW 16908
Martin G0PJO 16909
John G3YOU 16910
Dave MI0VKO 16911
Mike G4YME 16912

Jim G2DZF #422
Iain G8VL #890
Cliff GW4GJT #1127
Peter GM3PIP #1883

Rodge G0CJM/G6XCJ #10855
Mike G4WRU #12502
Dave 2W0CPO #14858

http://www.theradioclub.co.uk/
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radiate signals!  After WWII, the artificial aerial licensees had their licences
upgraded along with the addition of the ‘G’ to their callsigns.

Thank you to Sarah, Dave 2W0CPO’s daughter, for writing in.  There is a tribute
to Peter GM3PIP on the RSGB website at tinyurl.com/gm3pip.

Our sympathy goes out to all the friends and families of the Silent Keys.

Key Note
Once more I have to apologise that due to numerous FISTS-related tasks—
expected and unexpected—I haven’t yet been able to make any progress with
bringing Key Note editions back into season, hence this being the unseasonably-
named ‘Spring’ edition.  It is still my intention to catch up.

Finally
Our Activities Manager, Chris G5VZ, has added two new activities to
our 2014 calendar.  The recurring ‘Two Metre’ (page 31) is by popular
request, and the ‘100 Yard Dot Dot Dash’ (page 34) was inspired by a
short satirical item on the UK’s BBC Radio 4 ‘PM’ programme that mentioned us.

I hope to meet up with you on the air during these and our other activities.

73 de Graham G3ZOD

EuCW QRS Week 2014 and FISTS CW Club
For the third year in succession,
FISTS CW Club is the leading club in
EuCW QRS Week.  Contributing to this were:
Ray G0EML, Peter G4LHI, Merv G4KLE,
Phil 2E0DPH, Derek M0DRK, Richard G0ILN,
Ben DH0DK, Dean M0DAG, and
Graham G3ZOD.

In the individual QRO category, Ray G0EML,
Peter G4LHI, and Derek M0DRK achieved
awards.

In the individual QRP category, Merv G4KLE
achieved an award.

Ray G0EML also achieved an award for
“Most Readable Morse”.

The full results are available at eucw.org/euqrs14.html.  Thank you to all who
took part, and please join in again next year.

http://tinyurl.com/gm3pip
http://eucw.org/euqrs.html
http://eucw.org/euqrs14.html
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Support needed for VA14_C3_40 “Conflicting CW Procedure”
VA14_C3_40 “Conflicting CW Procedure” (copy available at
fists.co.uk/docs/iaru/VA14C340.pdf) is a paper being submitted to the IARU
Region 1 Conference� 20–27 September 2014 (Varna-Albena, Bulgaria) written by
the Association of Icelandic Radio Amateurs��.  The paper’s purpose is for the
IARU to endorse correct CW operating procedure, relating to misunderstandings
in the document “Ethics and Operating Procedures for the Radio Amateur”
(EOPRA).  (An English version of EOPRA is available from the ARRL website—
search for ‘ARRL ethics’.)

FISTS CW Club fully supports the VA14_C3_40 paper.

How can I help?
Contact clubs that you are a member of, local and national, and tell them you
want them to support the paper by contacting the Association of Icelandic Radio
Amateurs (email ira@ira.is) and, best of all, if the club is to be present at the
IARU Conference, to support VA14_C3_40 there.

What corrections does VA14_C3_40 discuss?
● K means “invitation to transmit”
● A station ending a transmission with AR alone is not inviting callers.
● K is the correct ending of a general CQ call
● Putting AR or PSE ahead of K is acceptable
● CL is an abbreviation, sent as two separate letters
● KN is sent as one symbol
● AR is used as separator between the message part of a transmission and

formalities at the end

Why not ask the authors of EOPRA to correct it?
Extensive negotiations with the authors failed to bring about corrections.

Did the IARU intend to change CW procedures by endorsing EOPRA?
No—the IARU has informed the Icelandic Association that they did not intend to
change CW procedures.

Why is this important?
K, KN, and AR have been documented in amateur radio publications for at least
70 years and stood the test of time because it’s important to know when a
transmission is ending, when callsigns are to follow, and if a reply is required and
from whom.  There needs to be a common understanding of these procedures
so that everyone can communicate effectively.  However, due to EOPRA, a
minority of operators are omitting ‘K’ at the end of CQ calls, resulting in

http://fists.co.uk/docs/iaru/VA14C340.pdf
http://fists.co.uk/docs/iaru/VA14C340.pdf
http://www.ira.is/display/Eng/Icelandic+Radio+Amateurs
http://www.ira.is/display/Eng/Icelandic+Radio+Amateurs
http://www.ira.is/display/Eng/Icelandic+Radio+Amateurs
mailto:ira@ira.is
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confusion on the air; it’s rather like having someone decide that on traffic signals
a red light means “go” while everyone else knows that green means “go”—chaos
follows when there is not a common understanding.

It’s noticeable that EOPRA is causing further confusion; some operators have
started omitting the K from ‘normal’ overs too—a further demonstration that
correct operating procedure needs to be followed; K is an invitation to transmit,
and if K, KN, or BK is absent, a reply is not wanted.

Surely procedures can evolve over time?
Procedures can, and do, change, but change occurs gradually where it adds value
and is accepted by the CW community.  An example is that CT is now rarely
heard.

Is it contradictory saying that PSE as in ‘PSE K’ should be allowed?
EOPRA bans the use of PSE in ‘PSE K’ because it is ‘unnecessary’.  Unlike the
other EOPRA items discussed above, many operators have been using ‘PSE K’ on-
air for very many years and it does not cause procedural problems (because it
is—or should be!—followed by a K).  The discussion is about conversational
(non-contest) QSOs where time is not of the essence and omitting PSE at 18
wpm saves all of 1.7 seconds!

Where can I read more information about VA14_C3_40?
The Icelandic Association has provided a short document with links to all the
background information and research.  We strongly recommend reading this.
It’s available here: http://bit.ly/MGrcRj Please also pass this link on to others.

How can I ask the RSGB to support VA14_C3_40 at the IARU Conference?
Writing a letter has the most effect: The General Manager, RSGB, 3 Abbey Court,
Fraser Road, Priory Business Park, BEDFORD, MK44 3WH.
You can however comment via the website: http://tinyurl.com/RSGBsay

� IARU Region 1 Conference iarur1con2014.bfra.bg
�� Association of Icelandic Radio Amateurs www.ira.is

Writing for Key Note
Articles for Key Note are very welcome.  Please send them by email to
keynote@fists.co.uk or by post to:

FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, ENGLAND, UK.
Handwritten, typed, or electronic formats are acceptable (we have not received one (so
far!) that we have been unable to read).  Photographs and diagrams are very helpful.
Please send image files without resizing or overlaying captions on them.

http://bit.ly/MGrcRj
http://tinyurl.com/RSGBsay
http://iarur1con2014.bfra.bg/
http://iarur1con2014.bfra.bg/
http://www.ira.is/
http://www.ira.is/
mailto:keynote@fists.co.uk
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The Australian Gems—Part 3 Claudio IZ0KRC #15937

Leopold Gilbert Cohen
Leopold ‘Leo’ Gilbert Cohen
was born in Kalgoorlie, Western
Australia, 11 August 1900, the
son of Herman Cohen and his
wife Evelyn McMillan.  The
Cohen family, of Jewish
descent, migrated to Kalgoorlie
from the old continent “ex-
Prussia, now Lithuania”, with
the aim of improving their
expectations.
Leo’s father began his first work
in the local industry.

The Cohen family then moved
to Victoria in 1915, and Leo
began working as a porter for
letters and telegrams (telegram
delivery boy) at the PMG’s
office� at Healesville in Victoria.
Two years later he moved to
the Central Office of Melbourne
CTO�� where he continued in his

delivery tasks.  At that time, he committed himself to
becoming a telegrapher.

Leo undertook internal training to enhance his career
within the PMG, and in the mid-thirties he changed his job
to be an expert clerk at the various post offices scattered in
different suburbs of Melbourne.

In 1939, at the outbreak of the war, Leo joined the
Australian armed forces AIF���.  He was assigned to posts
overseas in 1940.  He served in Egypt, Papua New Guinea
and Australia, reaching the rank of Major.
During his time in the army, his former colleague in the
PMG, James William (Bill) Layther, became his official
representative, organising the sale of the “Cohen jiggers”�� from the address of

The original PMG Seal

The Simplex Auto and Leo Cohen
I will start this journey with an article that
appeared in the magazine OTN¹ written by
my dear friend Herman VK2IXV⁽�⁾, and I will
conclude the article with details of the
operation of the Simplex Auto standard
model.

This chapter on the Simplex-Auto was my
first article published in the Italian ham
magazine “Radio Rivista” in May 2013.
Since that time, I have been waiting for the
news that some members of the
Morsecondian Fraternity of Western
Australia had written about interviews with
the relatives of Leo Cohen.  As a result, I
have added the latest article on the life of
Leo Cohen.

So, I hope you enjoy reading this.

¹ OTN (Old Timer News) is the Radio Amateurs
Old Timers Club Australia Inc’s magazine, link:
www.raotc.org.au/otn.htm

http://www.raotc.org.au/otn.htm
http://www.raotc.org.au/otn.htm
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Mooroopna, 4 in Victoria, where Leo had previously worked as the Postmaster
(director).

Another person in charge of selling the “Simplex Auto” jigger at Melbourne was
Stewart M. Perrin, who was also acting as a porter, and later as a telegrapher
supervisor in the PMG.

In 1946, Leo Cohen returned to civilian life, resuming his career in the PMG.  We
now know that he was also director of the PMG office at Melbourne, Victoria,
and his last assignment was in the Armadale office in Victoria.

In 1954, at the relatively young age of 53, unfortunately Leo Cohen left us and
became a Silent Key.

Key products from Leo Cohen
The production of the “Simplex Auto” began
in the early nineteen twenties and ceased in
the mid-fifties.

I own one of the first Simplex Auto
Standards, with serial number 186.  Like
many other fans, I have tried to find a link
between the year of manufacture and the
serial number stamped on the licence plate.

There are two hypotheses on the start of
the serial numbers.  The first assumes that

the serial
numbers started at 000.  The second assumes,
however, that instead Leo Cohen started from 100
and reserved earlier serial numbers for himself.
The last serial number found is 7335 and dates
back to production in 1954.

This, however, does not clarify how many Simplex
Autos were actually produced.
The name of “Leo Cohen” is located on the plates
until serial number 5000.
During his period of military service, who made
the keys?  Additionally, the serial number 2000 has

never been found.

All these problems lead me to think that Leo Cohen really produced about 3,000
Simplex Autos, but I do not know how many are still in existence today.

Layther’s advertisement for the
Standard and De Luxe models of the

Simplex Auto telegraph sender.
(Courtesy Tim Patton K4TJP)

A De Luxe Simplex Auto
telegraph sender.

(Courtesy Tim Patton K4TJP)
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What we can say is that in Australia and the US, it is a greatly appreciated key
and not easy to find today.

Leo Cohen produced three types of bug, the most popular model being the
Simplex Auto Standard “right angle”�.  The other two bugs were produced in
limited series, one called “Special Model” or “in-line”, and the other called the
fully automatic model or “De Luxe”.  I have never seen a photo of the Special
Model, except for a design that appeared in a sales advertisement from
J. W. Layther (Bill).

Was it a prototype?  Who can say?

As for the De Luxe model, I do not know if one was ever used in the PMG Sydney
or Melbourne CTO offices, but what I do know is that, among the collectors all
over the world, only two are known, and perhaps a third, and their present value
includes many zeros!

Over the years, as the basic construction of the
bug became more well known, the design has
remained almost unchanged.  There were small
variations in the size and position of the plate
(label), the shape of the main spring of the
pendulum, and the damper—to name but a few.
These small changes, in fact, have resulted in nine
different variations on the standard key.

This standard jigger had become so popular that
in 1923 it was adopted as the prevailing key
supplied to all offices of the Australian
Commonwealth and the PMG.

The Simplex Auto jigger, and all the other bugs
that had been used in the offices of the PMG, had
new series of consecutive serial numbers
engraved on them.  You can sometimes even find
an arrow, signifying that they belonged to the
Australian Government.

With the sale of the telegraph service, these keys
were left to those who had used them for service
for years, exactly as it happened in America��.

The Simplex Auto jigger was also used by
telegraph operators and operators of telegraph

One of the first Standard
Simplex Auto bug keys.  Note
the four posts and the bridge

cut-out.
(From the collection of Herman

Willemsen VK2IXV)

A Simplex Auto identification
plate without Cohen’s name, but

showing the key was a later
production unit.  Note the arrow
and PMG identification number

to the left of the plate.
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stations, police telegraph services, civil aviation, the Australian Army, OTC���, and
amateur radio.

Why did this jigger spread so easily?  Probably because of its ease-of-use,
robustness, and last but not least, because they were ‘Made in Australia’.

The production of the Simplex jigger ended in the mid-fifties.  This event
happened gradually at the offices as the telegraph equipment was replaced with
new teletype circuits.  This major change in communications occurred very
quickly in major Australian cities, and eventually the remote areas caught up����.

The former telegraphers of the PMG are all in agreement that, among all the
other Leo Cohen jiggers, this was one of the best, and many of these
telegraphers keep them to this day.

The Simplex Auto was sold to radio amateurs and collectors of telegraph keys
around the world; this step is usually the case, and with the purchase of
“second-hand” keys, it is almost impossible to give an exact monetary value for
these jiggers.

The unknowns and questions still open:
● Does the first Simplex Auto by Leo Cohen

start with serial number 001 or 100?
● Is there is a relationship between the serial

number of a jigger and its year of production?
● Does the name of “Leo G. Cohen” disappear

from the plate with serial number 5782
onwards?

● Has anyone seen or used a special jigger ‘in
line’ model?  Ditto for the De Luxe model?

● Did Perrin Cohen have a contractual
relationship?  (Leo Cohen died so young and
we do not know the place of his burial.)

● When Leo Cohen was in the army, could someone else have produced the
Simplex Auto between 1939–46?

● Does anyone have better information about Leo Cohen?
● Has anyone ever seen an image or a picture of Leo Cohen?
● Does the PMG exist in a census with the names of the buyers who have been

sold the jigger, along with their serial numbers?
● Is the last serial number recorded on the master list 7335?

Herman VK2IXV conducted a census of the Simplex Autos that have survived to
this day.  If you have a Simplex model, and if you want to contribute to the

A Simplex Auto identification
plate showing both Leo Cohen's

name and ‘CTO’ (Chief
Telegraph Office), indicating

that the key is an early model.
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census, please contact me.  Please send me the serial number of your jigger, a
short description of the conservation status, and a photograph; this would be
very welcome—thank you.

The article written by Herman has a lot of information about the history of Leo
Cohen, his keys, as well as the PMG.

In this story the latest news is that, thanks to research by an Australian ham,
Maurie VK3CWB, today we can add to the information written by Herman.  Leo
Cohen, second son of the family, had another brother and two sisters.
Leo, in turn, had two children: a boy Gilbert born in 1927, and a daughter Helena
born in 1931.  Maurie was able to broaden the knowledge on Leo Cohen, thanks
to Gilbert and Helena’s collaboration.

Leo Cohen produced over 5,000 keys thanks to the help of his friend and
mechanic, telegrapher Louis Otto Carl Juckert (1884–1957).  This explains how
Leo’s keys were still being sold after his death.

For more details on this topic, I invite you to visit the link to the Morsecodian
Fraternity of Western Australia’s website.

The Simplex Auto, standard model key
It seems only right, however, to devote a few lines to the most commonly
produced jiggers—to be specific, the “standard” Simplex Auto—looking at how
the key’s mechanism works.

Leo Cohen based his design on the principle of “release” similar to the
Mecograph bug.

The key has a solid metal base on which all the mechanical components of the
mechanism are mounted.  They are enclosed by a sort of metal “bridge”, which
has the function of protecting the mechanism itself, and which has a stop for the
pivot.

The pivot is connected to the main arm.  If viewed
from the operator’s point-of-view, there is
obviously the blade (paddle) and the knob.  As you
move the arm to the right, the main arm releases
the spring where it is connected, allowing the
pendulum to start vibrating, thus automatically
generating the dots (dits).

If you move the main arm towards the opposite
side, i.e. towards the left, you can generate theA standard jigger with the

raised bridge removed
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dashes (dahs) manually.

The speed of the dots is controlled by moving the position of the weight placed
on the pendulum.  The flat spring for the dots is pivoted separately by means of
a pylon attached to the base.  It is regulated by a special double adjustment
system—a system resumed years later by the German company DASD with their
“Novoplex”.

In the earlier photograph (page 17), the key can be seen to be simpler
mechanically than it might seem at first sight.

The adjustments are similarly simple and intuitive; it is not by chance that this
became the first key used in the “Australian Commonwealth”, and by the early
1920s had started to replace the older Pendograph in the PMG offices.

I wish to thank Herman Wilemsen VK2IXV, the RAOTC��, and Tim Patton K4TJP for
giving permission to use their information and photographs.

Glossary:
a) OTN–“Old Timer News”—is the RATOC’s magazine, link:

www.raotc.org.au/otn.htm
b) Herman Willemsen VK2IXV, friend, ham and collector, author of this article,

ex. maritime telegraphist and now volunteer at Maritime Museum of
Australia in Harbour Sidney.

Bibliography:
● RAOTC, OTN article “The Simplex Auto bug key”.
● “The Australian Telegraph Office” edited by Ron McMullen, link:

australiantelegraph.wordpress.com/contents.
● Morsecodians Fraternity of New South Wales & Victoria, link:

www.morsecodians.com.au.
● Morsecodians articles, link: bit.ly/bqWW3W,

References:
● The Australian Telegraph Office by Ron McMullen, link:

australiantelegraph.wordpress.com.
● Telegraph Collectors Guide 3�� edition, written by Professor Tom Perera

W1TP, link: w1tp.com.

Special thanks to:
● Radio Rivista, the official magazine of the ARI, the Italian ham association.
● Gil Schlehman K9DWY.
● Vince Thompson’s family—K5VT (Silent Key).

http://www.raotc.org.au/otn.htm
http://australiantelegraph.wordpress.com/contents
http://www.morsecodians.com.au
http://bit.ly/bqWW3W
http://australiantelegraph.wordpress.com/
http://w1tp.com
http://www.raotc.org.au
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� PMG—Postmaster-General’s Department.
�� CTO—Chief Telegraph Office.
��� AIF—Australian Imperial Force, the name given to the expeditionary forces raised by

Australia in the First World War.  Enlistment for service overseas was voluntary.  The
AIF was disbanded in 1921.

�� On the Australian landline circuits, bug-keys were known as ‘jiggers’.
� Compared to an ‘in-line’ bug, where the pendulum and levers are in line, a ‘right-

angle’ bug has the dot and dash levers mounted at right angles to the pendulum.
�� The PMG also issued their operators with American Vibroplex and British Eddystone

bugs.
��� OTC—Overseas Telecommunications Commission, my former employer.
���� In 1968 the New South Wales Government Railway landline Morse circuit between

Sydney and Broken Hill, and the PMG (landline) Morse circuit between Roebourne,
Onslow and Wittenoom were the final ones to close down.
Wireless Morse code for ships at sea was not abolished until 1�� February 1999.

�� RAOTC, the acronym of the Radio Amateurs Old Timers Australian Club Inc., link:
www.raotc.org.au.

The Xtal Set Society’s Passive Audio CW Filter Kit was
inspired by their enthusiasm for non-powered—no
batteries or power supplies required—electronics.

The kit includes parts for a 250 Hertz bandwidth and one
of the following center frequencies: 500, 600, 700 Hz.

The circuit expects to see an 8 Ω source and an 8 Ω load, such as a pair of stereo
headphones.

A bypass switch allows for bypass and in-line reception comparison.  The unit
installs between your receiver’s headphone jack and headphones or speaker.
Assembly for experienced kit builders is less than an hour.  The kit consists of
eleven parts, including three high-μ ferrites, quality PCB and black plastic case.

The kit can accommodate other center frequencies and bandwidths by changing
the number of turns for the cores (coils) and the capacitor values.

The filter can be ordered with or without the case.

At the time of writing and excluding delivery, the price is $36.95 (USD) with a
case or $29.95 (USD) without a case.

Address: The Xtal Set Society, PO BOX 3636, Lawrence, KS 66046, USA
Web site: midnightscience.com Email: xtalset at sunflower.com

Passive Audio CW Filter Kit from Xtal Set Society

http://www.raotc.org.au
http://midnightscience.com/kits.html#kitcwpassive
http://midnightscience.com/
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Brasspounder Chris G5VZ #12540, FISTS Activity Manager

Welcome to this Key Note edition of Brasspounder.  Congratulations to the
Exchange Your Age Week certificate winners: Peter G4LHI (1�� place),
Phil 2E0DPH (2ⁿ� place), and Merv G4KLE (3�� place).

I have added two new activities for this year: the Two Metre (page 31) and
100 Yard Dot Dot Dash (page 34).  Have fun with all activities.  73 de Chris G5VZ.

                Fifth Sundays
Callsign March June Total
OH7QR 300 165 465
OH2BN 120 120
M0DRK 200 200
G4LHI 290 275 565
G4KLE 360 265 625
G0ILN 175 100 275
G0DJA 100 100
2E0DPH 185 185

Exchange Your Age Week
Callsign Total
G4LHI 8315
2E0DPH 3633
G4KLE 2830
OH7QR 2095
M0DRK 1964
K3DRQ 1401
G0EML 569
G3ZOD 76

Chris G5VZ

¹ The result for the FISTS club callsign MX5IPX is
included for interest only; it is not competing.

Ladder
Callsign Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Total
G4LHI 44 42 33 42 43 41 245
2E0DPH 38 40 33 42 44 36 233
M5ABN 38 44 34 41 39 35 231
G4KLE 33 47 36 38 44 198
G0ILN 28 26 25 24 28 33 164
OH7QR 22 19 23 31 22 27 144
SP9NLI 32 22 10 38 6 108
M0DRK 13 23 28 64
G0DDX 18 25 14 57
5B4AHO 16 13 10 39
G0OTT 34 34
G3ZSE 2 22 24
G4LRG 16 8 24
OH2BN 14 2 5 21
G3ZOD 8 4 12
G0DJA 2 4 6
F5IYJ 4 4

MX5IPX1 11 12 23

        International Days
Callsign St David St Patrick St George Europa Tynwald Total
G4KLE 43 24 56 29 152
G4LHI 22 19 44 24 109
OH7QR 11 20 33 18 10 92
G0ILN 13 18 30 18 11 90
G3ZOD 28 28
GW4GCB 7 11 5 23
M0DRK 17 17
2E0DPH 15 15
G0RDO 13 13
OH2BN 8 8
G3JRH 6 6
G0DJA 4 4
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FISTS CW Club is on Club Log
We set up FISTS CW Club as a Club
on Club Log late last year.

This means that members of both FISTS and Club Log
can participate in DXCC Leagues, allowing the creation
of league tables ranking our members.  The table on the
right shows the top twenty European Members¹ as on
10�� July for 160m–6m.

The DXCC column shows the number of unique DXCC
countries across all bands, and the Slots column shows
the total number of unique DXCC countries per band.

To create a league for 2014 to-date similar to the one
shown, go to the DXCC League page
secure.clublog.org/league.php and select the following
items as shown in the snapshot below:
● CW
● Rank by slots
● 2014
● “Filter by club/continent:” FISTS - FISTS CW Club

Club Log has many other features such as other types of league, analysis tools,
and the OQRS system that allows QSL cards to be obtained (becoming
increasingly popular with DX-peditions).  To make use of the DXCC Leagues and
many other features, you do need to be using an electronic logbook and upload
your logs to Club Log.  If you would like to join FISTS CW Club on Club Log, the
Settings / Clubs web page is here: secure.clublog.org/edituser.php?tab=5

¹ Current members only shown and excludes some special callsigns.

Callsign DXCC Slots
PA7RA 144 468
G3YJQ 129 393
IT9CLU 156 380
5B4AHK 140 354
G6GLP 109 349
ON6DP 140 347
G4MKR 146 311
HB9FBG 136 310
GM0FSV 124 286
MI0GRG 105 267
G3LHJ 127 263
M0RBG 113 252
IZ4ZBN 109 241
G4RHR 120 225
MA0DXH 103 215
M0PNN 102 213
M0PCB 94 213
G4LRG 124 203
G3TZA 107 165
G0IEE 78 156

http://clublog.org/
https://secure.clublog.org/league.php
https://secure.clublog.org/league.php
https://secure.clublog.org/edituser.php?tab=5
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It is with great sadness that I have to report the sad
passing of Bill (William) Stevenson G4KKI, who fell
“silent key” on Friday, April 4��, peacefully with his
family by his side after a 2-year battle with cancer so
bravely borne with extreme dignity.  Bill had
throughout his illness paid no consideration to his own
deteriorating health and his main concern was his wife
Chris, daughter Sarah and granddaughter Charlotte, to
whom our sincere condolences are extended.

I first met Bill some 14 years ago after bumping into
him at the Red Rose Rally, where he noticed me
admiring a Morse key for sale and gave me some
friendly advice, which I have called upon a lot over the years!  Thanks to that
key, a great friendship evolved and I would regularly travel up to see him in
Swinton or meet up at a local rally.

At just 15 years of age Bill joined the Royal Signals where he served for 9 years.
He travelled all over the world, serving in Germany, Singapore, Persian Gulf,
Northern Ireland and at home based in Colchester.  At one stage he was
attached to the elite Parachute Regiment, which gave us both yet another thing
to talk about as my son was a member of 1�� Para.

Bill was a master of the key and had a microphone somewhere “just in case” …
most times he would have to rummage through numerous boxes to find one
purely for testing purposes and then plug the key back in!

Bill still managed to operate up until about 8 weeks before his passing; he even
contacted for the first time a good friend of mine,
Brian GW0EDC, who commented on his 100%
accurate fist.

Bill was also a great QRP enthusiast, building so
many projects it would be hard to list, though I
was recipient of several Pixies and Tuna Can
transceivers, ATUs, and his favourite antenna …
the magnetic loop.  If you needed to know
anything about magnetic loops, you asked Bill!

He used to love going into the Pennine hills and
Lake District with his much-loved granddaughter

Bill G4KKI, 1948–2014

Bill (William) Stevenson G4KKI, 1948–2014 Frank MW1RES #10834
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Charlotte, who from a very early age used to keep the log for Bill whilst he did
some SOTA activations.

He will be sadly missed by all who knew him.

Once again, on behalf of all FISTS Club members, our deepest sympathy to Bill’s
family.

Frank Garrett MW1RES, FISTS 10834

The N2DAN Mercury Paddle key was made by Steve
Nurkiewicz.

In order to satisfy my historical interest in keys,
paddles, and key makers past and present, I am
trying to build up a comprehensive list of the
phenomenal Mercury paddle that was produced by
Steve, who unfortunately is now Silent Key.

Steve produced this wonderful paddle key to a very high standard and did all of
the work in his machine shop at the side of his house.  He, as I am sure you are
well aware, introduced magnets as an aid to the adjustment of the gap contact
setting instead of springs.

Would any current owners of his outstanding key be
so kind as to supply me with the serial number and
finish i.e. chrome, brass lacquered, or gold?
Or, if you were not the first owner, tell me who the
previous owner of the key was, if known?

This historical data will be lost with time, and I feel
that if we do not act now, this information could
possibly be lost forever.  The Mercury paddle was so
well-liked that major CW club operators fought to get
their hands on one; in fact Richard KG2ED made and
sold many wonderful Long Island Mercury copies and
the well-known Bencher Co. (USA) obtained the

rights to reproduce them from Teresa (Terry), XYL of Steve N2DAN, and built
them to a very high standard.

Please email me with details: raymondbullock13@live.co.uk

Many thanks, Ray G0EML

N2DAN Mercury Paddle Key Ray G0EML #3774

mailto:raymondbullock13@live.co.uk
mailto:raymondbullock13@live.co.uk
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The Bug Descratcher III kit from Jackson Harbor Press
(Chuck WB9KZY) is the third version of a circuit from
the September 1992 issue of QST by WX7G, Dave
Cuthbert.

The Bug Descratcher III removes the “scratchiness”
encountered with semi-automatic keys (bugs) due to
contact bounce.  It can also be used with straight keys.

It features:
● a debounced output to eliminate scratchy sounding keying

Communicating off the Air!

Kent key belonging to Pete G0PNM

G0PNM Pete has set up a Facebook Group
for FISTS CW Club tinyurl.com/G0PNMFB
that club members may enjoy joining.

Facebook Groups are suited to
conversations; another resource for this
kind of interaction is the ‘fistscw’ Yahoo
Group tinyurl.com/fistscwYG. Kent key belonging to Pete G0PNM

FISTS in Europe news items are posted out
to several different systems:

Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/FistsCwClub
Google+: fists.co.uk/gplus
Twitter: twitter.com/FISTS_CW_Club
RSS: fists.co.uk/rss.xml
Website News Page: fists.co.uk/news.html

FISTS North America has equivalent resources, and members of all ‘Chapters’ are
welcome to join these and / or the above European ones.

Facebook Page: tinyurl.com/fistsnaFBP
Facebook Group: www.facebook.com/groups/FistsNA
Mailman Reflector: www.qth.net/mailman/listinfo/fists
Mailman Reflector (news only): www.qth.net/mailman/listinfo/fists-updates

While the above can be very useful and interesting, don’t forget to come on the
air too!

New product: Bug Descratcher III kit

http://wb9kzy.com/bugde3.htm
http://wb9kzy.com/bugde3.htm
http://wb9kzy.com/bugde3.htm
http://tinyurl.com/G0PNMFB
http://tinyurl.com/fistscwYG
http://tinyurl.com/fistscwYG
https://www.facebook.com/FistsCwClub
fists.co.uk/gplus
http://twitter.com/FISTS_CW_Club
http://fists.co.uk/rss.xml
http://fists.co.uk/news.html
http://tinyurl.com/fistsnaFBP
https://www.facebook.com/FistsCwClub
https://www.facebook.com/groups/FistsNA/
http://www.qth.net/mailman/listinfo/fists
http://www.qth.net/mailman/listinfo/fists-updates
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● optional solid state relay (SSR) output to key nearly any rig (solid state, tube
positive or tube negative keying voltage)

● available as a board-only kit
● board size: 1.25 x 1.5 inches
● operates from 9 to 13.8 volt battery or power supply
● minimizes the input to output delay (previous versions had about 6 mS of

delay)

At the time of writing the price is $12.00 (USD), add the SSR option for $4 (USD)
more, plus $3 (USD) US shipping or $10 (USD) DX shipping.

Web site: http://wb9kzy.com/ham.htm Contact: wb9kzy.com/contact.htm
Email: wb9kzy at wb9kzy dot com

New product: Texas Topper CW QRP PA
The QRPme Texas Topper amplifier kit is now
being provided in the UK by Kanga Products
(Dennis G6YBC).

The amplifier will boost your QRP or QRPp
signal, from such as the ‘Rockmite ][’, to a full
5 Watts.  The amplifier includes transmit /
receive switching.

The Texas Topper kit features a round tuna tin
sized board that can easily be turned into an
Altoids/Rockmite sized rectangular board.  All
PCB mounted parts are included: transistors,
capacitors, resistors, toroids and magnet wire.  The Texas Topper kit does not
include a tuna can or enclosure (as pictured); build the Texas Topper in the
enclosure of your choice.

At the time of writing the kit is available for 40m and the price is £22 (GBP)
excluding delivery.
Versions for 160m, 80m, 30m, and 20m will be added later, along with BPF kits
to allow the band to be changed by plugging in an alternative BPF.

Web page: tinyurl.com/KangaTT Contact: tinyurl.com/kangac
Telephone (Land line): +44 (0)1942 887155 Mobile: +44 (0)7715 748 493
Address: Kanga Products, 142 Tyldesley Road, Atherton, M46 9AB, UK.

Texas Topper
(Enclosure and non-board mounted

components supplied by builder.)

http://wb9kzy.com/ham.htm
http://wb9kzy.com/contact.htm
http://www.kanga-products.co.uk/index.php?page=shop.product_details&flypage=flypage.tpl&product_id=192&category_id=18&option=com_virtuemart&Itemid=58&vmcchk=1&Itemid=58
http://tinyurl.com/KangaTT
http://tinyurl.com/kangac
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New product: Flight Decks from SOTAbeams
The MTR Flight Deck by SOTAbeams, designed for the
popular Mountain Topper radios by Steve Weber KD1JV,
provides a firm and durable operating environment.

Made of cast acrylic, the Flight Deck is designed to take an
MTR, A5 (or similar) pad, LiPO battery (mounts underneath
where key is mounted) and Palm Pico Paddle.  The MTR
Flight Deck is also engraved with a few of the MTR
instructions—in case you can't recall them!  It makes using
the MTR in the field so much easier with everything to-
hand.  The MTR Flight Deck sits comfortably on your knee.

The Flight Deck includes the base plate, rubber bands and pencil, attached using
our Hi Viz Cord.  The MTR and notepad are attached by elastic bands (supplied).
The Pico Paddle can be attached by elastic bands (supplied) or by using the
optional Pico Plate (not included).  MTR, LiPO, Pico Paddle and notepad are not
included.  The production version will be made in Hi Viz orange.  Left-handed?
No problem.  Turn the Flight Deck over and mount the gear on the other side.
Don’t use a Palm Key?  No problem, the MTR Flight Deck will suit most keys!

Also available are the HB1B Flight Deck and
KX1 Flight Deck, providing a firm and
durable operating environment.  Made of
cast acrylic, the Flight Decks are designed
to take your radio, a notepad and Palm Pico
Paddle or Palm Mini Paddle.  The radio etc.
are held in place using a specially designed
quick-release system; this makes it easy to
remove the radio, paddle etc for transport.

The Flight Deck makes using your radio in the field so much easier with
everything to-hand and they sit comfortably on your knee.  For added
convenience, an area is included to write summit references etc using a
permanent marker.  This can be cleaned off with rubbing alcohol.

The Flight Decks include the base plate, rubber bands, lined pad, pencil, and
Hi Viz Cord.

SOTA beams, 89 Victoria Road, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 3JA, UK
Website: www.sotabeams.co.uk Email: richard@sotabeams.co.uk
Telephone: (UK) 07976 688359

http://www.sotabeams.co.uk/mountain-topper-flight-deck/
http://www.sotabeams.co.uk/
http://www.sotabeams.co.uk/hb1b-flight-deck/
http://www.sotabeams.co.uk/kx1-flight-deck/
http://www.sotabeams.co.uk
mailto:richard@sotabeams.co.uk
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New product: TBKII Single Lever Paddle Key
The TBKII (Torsion Bar Key) is a new single lever key from
Steve Roberts W1SFR.  You can use it as a standard
paddle, a sideswiper, or as a straight key.  The contact
system uses stainless steel tabs that make contact with
the contact screws.  The contact is virtually silent and the
slight cushioning effect creates a very smooth action.
This system of contact makes this key an excellent
sideswiper as well.

All parts are hand made, fitted and polished.  The key is
sent with a custom cable and a 1/16” hex wrench for making adjustments.

Keys will have a brass name plate attached to the top of the key in the center of
the brass base under the keying lever.

Website: kx3helper.com/single-lever-keys Email: w1sfr.qrp@gmail.com
Post: Steve Roberts,  2094 RT 73 E, Sudbury, VT 05733, USA
Phone: (USA) (802)779-7489

TBKII #002 (sold)

LNR Precision has launched a new Morse key, available
as two models: “The Patriot” and the “SKCC Member”
Key.
● Designed to professional standards for effortless

sending.
● Featuring a wide base for solid stability under the

heaviest brass pounding.
● Wide range of tension settings via a coil spring from “feather light” to

“pounder’s delight”.
● Skirted knob lends itself to American or European sending styles.
● Ball Bearings for smooth effortless action of the lever arm.
● Anodized base and blocks for protection.
● Solid feel of a heavy pump key in a smaller lighter desk model.
● Gap ranges from zero to ¼".
● Binding post connections for solid electrical continuity.

At the time of writing the prices, less delivery, are Patriot $210 and SKCC $190.

LNR Precision email: ldraughn@lnrprecision.com
Website: www.lnrprecision.com Voicemail: (USA) 336-495-7714

New product: LNR Precision Patriot Key

http://kx3helper.com/single-lever-keys/
http://kx3helper.com/single-lever-keys/
mailto:w1sfr.qrp@gmail.com
http://www.lnrprecision.com/purchase/propumpkey/
mailto:ldraughn@lnrprecision.com
http://www.lnrprecision.com/
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The strange looking device
on the front cover is a
working Hi-Mound
Autokeyer, model
UFO-001, from Chris
G4UDG’s collection.  He
describes its looks as

“Totally space age and
funky”.

These were produced around 1979 and have
a plastic case mounted on a steel base.  They
are powered by four internal 1.2 V
rechargeable batteries or an external 12 V
power supply.

The twin paddles drive an internal keyer
circuit, which can be used either as a
conventional keyer or to simulate a bug key
(automatic dots and manually formed
dashes).  There is a sidetone available via an
internal loudspeaker (a “real” moving coil
one) or a jack socket.  The keyer activates a
relay, allowing switching of up to 500 V,
dating back of course to the valve (“tube”)

radios of the day.  The keyer has a speed range of 5–30 wpm.

Credits: many thanks to:

● Chris G4UDG for providing information and the photographs on the cover
and at the top of this page.

● Bernd DC7XJ for allowing use of the photograph of the opened keyer (above
left).
For photographs of more Hi-Mound (and other) Japanese keys/keyers, please
visit Bernd’s web page: www.dl0bn.de/dc7xj/j.htm.

Above:  shown from the opposite
side to the front cover photo

Right: Headphone, key out, and
power-in connectors

Cover photograph: Hi-Mound Autokeyer UFO-001

www.dl0bn.de/dc7xj/j.htm
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Nancy WZ8C (SK), CQ Amateur Radio Hall of Fame
Nancy has been inducted to the CQ Amateur Radio Hall of Fame.  Her citation
reads:

“Nancy Kott, WZ8C (SK), former Editor of
WorldRadio and WorldRadio Online and tireless
promoter of Morse code as US coordinator of the
FISTS CW Club.”

The CQ Amateur Radio Hall of Fame honours
individuals, whether licensed or not, who have made
significant contributions to Amateur Radio as well as radio amateurs who have
made significant contributions to Amateur Radio, to their professions, or to
some other aspect of life on our planet.  Several of this year’s inductees are
being honoured posthumously.

I spent my working life in engineering as
a Volkswagen technician before I sold up
the workshop and business, then retired.
I equipped a small home workshop with a
lathe and a milling machine etc.

I like quirky and novel things and, best of
all, re-engineering existing parts and objects into something else.  Raised
eyebrows from XYL Sarah as I emerge from a store like Ikea with curtain pole

tubing, brackets etc., never intending to use them
for the purpose they were meant!

On our last visit to Barbados when Sarah and I were
shopping in Bridgetown, I spotted a Banks Beer
bottle opener—for all
normal people that was

exactly what it was.  However, for me it had ‘Morse
Key’ written all over it.  I purchased the bottle opener
together with a collection of Perspex key fobs—they
are also destined for re-engineering as finger plates.

I am pleased with the resulting Banks Beer Key.  It has
adjustable gap control by the knurled nut at the front,
the contacts are midway using stainless steel domed

Banks Beer Key Peter G0KOK #13226
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nuts, the chrome knob is from B&Q and meant for a
drawer, and the double springs give just about the right
tension for me.  The key is mounted on a piece of 8mm
Perspex.

Eager to give the key a try out, I went on air, and the first
contact made with the new key was Lars DO7LHS in
Schönheide, RST 589—if you are reading this, thank you Lars.

New product: The Minster QRP CW/SSB Transceiver Kit
Walford Electronics (Tim G3PCJ) has
introduced The Minster, a CW/SSB 5 Watt
QRP transceiver kit.

It starts life as a single band basic phone and
CW 5W superhet transceiver for any single
band in the 20–80m group (the left two PCBs
in the photograph); the transceiver has
separate RX and TX PCBs.

To this can be added the optional RF Extras
kit (on right)—this adds another single
additional band in the same 20–80m group,
plus a plug-in Card band position for any
band 10–160m.  It can be used initially
without any card fitted as a two band rig,
but when fully fitted gives single switch choice between the two ‘fixed’ bands
and whatever is plugged into the Card position.

The Minster is fundamentally an analogue radio without micro-processors or
DDS etc!  The various kits include all parts to build the multi-band transceiver
open-style as in the photograph.  Owing to its complexities, you do need to be a
pretty experienced constructor!

At the time of writing and excluding delivery, the prices (GBP) are:

Walford Electronics, Upton Bridge Farm, Long Sutton, LANGPORT, TA10 9PZ,
England, UK
Web: walfords.net Email electronics@walfords.net Tel ++44(0)1458 241224

The Minster, QRP CW/SSB transceiver
with optional RF Extras and Band

cards fitted

Basic RX and TX £120
Optional RF Extras kit £30
Optional Band cards £15
Optional S/P Edge Meter £8

Five digit counter
(reduced if ordered together) £40
Speech processor £24

http://www.users.globalnet.co.uk/~walfor/advanced.htm
http://walfords.net/
mailto:electronics@walfords.net
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Two Metre Activity 2014 Chris G5VZ #12540, FISTS Activity Manager

I think many of us reading Key Note will remember G0HGA.  Angie Sitton G0HGA
was an early member of FISTS—number 41 in fact—and she served as the club's
very first public relations officer between 1993 and 1995.  Initially licensed as
G1XEO, Angie then took to Morse with a passion.  She was well-known as a vocal
proponent of operating CW at VHF and she also enjoyed QRQ at HF as well as
the VHF bands.

Angie became silent key in May 2009 and, though she was unable to stay on the
air during her final year or so, she tried very hard to raise the levels of activity on
two metres.

So it seems appropriate that our endeavour in 2014 to introduce an activity for
the two metre band should also celebrate Angie’s contribution to FISTS and ham
radio more generally.

Our new FISTS Two Metre Activity runs for six months in 2014, starting on 1. July
and through to its conclusion in December.  With short sessions at weekends,
the idea is that FISTS members will be on the air at the same time.  There are
awards to be earned in three categories.

First, there is the FISTS TWO METRE CUP.  This silverware will be awarded to the
entrant notching up the highest number of points during the six-month activity.

The TWO METRE DX SHIELD will be awarded to the entrant making the most
distant contact in a qualifying contact.  Graham, G3ZOD has set up a distance
calculator on the FISTS’ web site (Have a look at www.fists.co.uk/distance.aspx)
and that calculator must be used for all distance estimations in this activity.

Then there is the G0HGA MEMORIAL SHIELD.  To celebrate Angie’s efforts to
increase 2m activity, this award will be given to the operator making the greatest
number of qualifying contacts.

This will genuinely be an opportunity to exercise some of those skills that are
unique to VHF.  It will also be an interesting and rewarding addition to the FISTS’
activity calendar.  As well as the category awards, there will be certificates
acknowledging individual achievements.

I’m looking forward to receiving the first logs after the end of July.  Good luck!

http://www.fists.co.uk/distance.aspx
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TWO METRE ACTIVITY 2014

THE AWARD

Three awards will be made in this activity

● FISTS TWO METRE CUP
The entrant recording the most points during the activity

● TWO METRE DX SHIELD
The entrant making the most distant contact during the activity

● THE G0HGA MEMORIAL SHIELD
The entrant submitting logs for the most number of valid contacts
during the activity

(In the event of a tie, joint awards may be made in any category)
Certificates will also be issued to the first three placed operators in
category 1, highest points accrued

OCCASIONS
Six months from July 2014 to December 2014
Saturday evenings and Sunday mornings

TIMES
Saturday evening between 17h00 and 18h00
Sunday morning between 09h00 and 10h00
All times are UTC

FREQUENCIES

Any frequency allowed in any segment of the 2m (144MHz) amateur
band allocated for CW
The usual FISTS calling frequency is 144.058. Please clear the calling
frequency once contact is established

SCORING

Score is calculated from basic QSO points multiplied by a distance
premium, as follows
2 points for a FISTS member, affiliated club station or HQ station
1 point for a non-member
Multiplied by 1 (one) point for each whole 10km between the two QSO
partners (See section 'DISTANCES' below)
Any station can only count once on any calendar day

EXCHANGE
RST/Name/Maidenhead 6-character Locator/FISTS Number (If
applicable)

LOGS
(Continued on
next page …)

For each QSO logged: Date / Call sign / Name / My Locator / Locator /
Frequency / RST / Time, UTC / FISTS Number or Non-member / Actual
distance / Points claimed

Please record frequency as MHz including kHz, for example
144.065 MHz

For each log: Summary to include own call sign, FISTS number, total
number of QSOs, total of points claimed and actual distance of longest
path
If all QSOs during a month are from within a single locator, …
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LOGS
(… continued
from previous
page)

… My Locator can be omitted for each QSO and included in the
Summary instead
All locators are 6-character Maidenhead squares

DATES

July, 5,6; 12,13; 19,20; 26,27
August, 2,3; 9,10; 16,17; 23,24; 30,31
September, 6,7; 13,14; 20,21; 27,28
October, 4,5; 11,12; 18,19; 25,26
November, 1,2; 8.9; 15,16; 22,23; 29,30
December, 6,7; 13,14; 20,21; 27,28

GENERAL

Any log entry not showing the required exchange information may be
excluded from the assessed scores
Distances must be calculated from 6-character locators as described in
the section 'DISTANCES'

DISTANCES

Actual Distance
Distances are calculated in whole kilometres, rounded down using the
IARU 6-character Maidenhead Locator for each station in a contact.
The recorded distances will be validated using the web application
found at
http://fists.co.uk/distance.aspx
The distance reported by the web application will be final
A mobile station may be estimated at its most distant location during
the contact logged
Distance Multiplier
The multiplier is calculated by taking the integer (Whole number) part
of the result of actual distance divided by 10

ENTRIES TO

All entries can be received by post or email
Post to FISTS Ladder, PO Box 6743, Tipton DY4 4AU
email to activities@fists.co.uk
Logs must be received by the fifth of the month that follows the month
in which the contacts were made
Logs may be in Excel, CSV or Cabrillo format or neatly reproduced on
paper

100 Yard Dot Dot Dash Chris G5VZ #12540, FISTS Activity Manager

In July, the BBC Radio 4’s ‘PM’ programme broadcast a short satirical item about
what their sports reporter ‘Wimble Dot’ did outside the tennis season.  They
reported that she was a “… Patron of the International Morse Preservation
Society, which has been promoting the code since 1987 …”, and sponsored the
“100 Yard Dot Dot Dash” at the Society’s annual sports day.

http://fists.co.uk/distance.aspx
mailto:activities@fists.co.uk
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Inspired by this, we have of course added the event to our 2014 activities.

100 YARD DOT DOT DASH 2014

OCCASION
A tribute to the BBC’s spoof sports reporter and FISTS CW Club Patron,
Wimble Dot.

DATE 1400-1540 UTC (100 minutes) Sunday 5th October 2014

THE AWARD
Certificates will be issued to the Gold (1�� Place), Silver (2ⁿ� Place), and
Bronze (3�� Place) operators.

FREQUENCIES

Any licensed amateur bands except the WARC bands - which are 30m,
17m and 12m - or 60m and allocations below 500 kHz.
Keep at least 400 Hz away from published frequencies (FISTS Centres
of Activity).

SCORING

1 point for each QSO with additional points available:
+1 point for receiving your QSO partner's FISTS Member Number
+1 point for receiving your QSO partner's WX temperature (C or F)
+1 point for receiving your QSO partner's Power
(Maximum 4 points per QSO)

EXCHANGE

Transmit your: Name / FISTS Number / WX temperature (C or F) / TX
power
Receive their: Name / optional: FISTS Number / optional: WX
temperature (C or F) / optional: their TX power

LOGS

For each QSO logged: Date / Call sign / Name / Frequency / Time, UTC
/ FISTS Number or Non-member / Received WX temperature or No-
temp / Received TX Power or No-power / Points claimed
For each log: Summary to include total number of QSOs and total of
QSO points claimed

If using FISTS Log Converter to produce an entry, log their temperature
in your logbook’s Comment/Notes field as (for example 70 F):
TEMP 70
If your logbook doesn't have a field for their transmit power, log it in
the Comment/Notes field as (for example 50 Watts and 70 F):
RXPOWER 50 TEMP 70

GENERAL

Have short QSOs or normal conversational QSOs as you wish.
Call ‘CQ E E’ if you want to have short QSOs.
If having QSOs with non-participants, please have conversational QSOs
and ask them at most once for their temperature/TX power.

ENTRIES TO

All entries can be received by post or email
Post to FISTS Ladder, PO Box 6743, Tipton DY4 4AU
email to activities@fists.co.uk
Logs must be received on or before 5th November 2014
Logs may be in Excel, CSV, tabbed word or Cabrillo format or neatly
reproduced on paper

mailto:activities@fists.co.uk
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New products: Splinter II TX/RX and Code Practice Oscillator Kits

Splinter II QRPp Transmitter / Receiver Kit
The Splinter II is like the original Splinter … only better!  Here’s what you get:
● 40 meter DC receiver with improved audio.
● Sidetone volume is now variable.
● Higher RF output with cool running final

(500–650 mW).
● New switching transistor allows use of

electronic keyers.
● Great new VXO is easy to use and pulls HC-49

crystals 5 to 7 kHz!
● Spot switch for zero beating.
● Reliable send/receive switch.
● Built-in key and external key jack.
● Builder-finished wooden base.
● Easy alignment
● RX tunes about 100 kHz…user selectable
● 7030 kHz crystal included
● Easy to build … even more fun to use!
● No price increase!

This kit is mounted on a wooden breadboard painted as you like before
mounting the double-sided, solder-masked and screen-printed circuit board.  All
parts, circuit board, knobs, decals, breadboard and complete instructions are
included.

At the time of writing the prices including delivery are: USA $54.95 (USD),
Canada $57.95 (USD), and Europe/Asia $62.95 (USD).

Code Practice Oscillator Kit
Our new code practice oscillator Is 2.5 by 2.5 inches and
has a built-in key and external key jack.

The 9 volt battery clips on and is mounted on the
board.  It has a 1.5 inch speaker and plenty of volume.
Our CPO uses a Twin Tee oscillator circuit that produces
a pure sine wave that sounds better than most
sawtooth oscillators like those using a 555 timer chip.
We just completed a test run building session at the
Columbia Amateur Radio Club … everyone’s CPO worked and average build time
was about 90 minutes.

http://breadboardradio.com
http://breadboardradio.com/breadboardradio/Products.html
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At the time of writing, the price is $24.95 (USD) including delivery to the USA,
$27.95 (USD) including delivery to Canada, and $32.95 including delivery to
Europe/Asia.

Breadboard Radio, P. O. Box 192, St. Matthews, SC 29135, USA
Website: breadboardradio.com e-mail w4fsv@breadboardradio.com
Phone: (USA) 803-606-1812

New software: FISTS Log Converter 3.0.0
New features in the latest version of FISTS Log Converter, 3.0.0, include:
● Support for the new FISTS Europe Two

Metre Activity (see page 32).
● Entries for all FISTS Europe Activities

can now be submitted much more
quickly and easily.

● For FISTS Awards, there is a
“QSOs Needed” button.  This will
display a box with a summary of what
codes, prefixes, states (etc.) are needed
to complete an award.

● Users of the program’s internal
Logbook can now enter QSOs using a
“page” that resembles a paper
logbook, making it faster and more
convenient to transcribe QSOs from
paper.  The new “page” can be
configured to correspond to the
G4YVM FISTS Logbook, or any other,
layout.

The program runs on Windows and can be
used to prepare logs for FISTS Europe
activities, EuCW Snakes & Ladders, EuCW QRS Week, and for tracking and
applying for most central FISTS, FISTS Down Under, and FISTS East Asia awards.
It can read logs from logbook programs, or alternatively for anyone not currently
using a logbook program, it comes with an optional logbook feature.  FISTS Log
Converter is free and a copy can be downloaded from fists.co.uk/flc.

Many thanks to Alex PA1FOX, Peter G4LHI, and Richard G0ILN for their help with
design & testing.

QSO List for Two Metre Activity

“QSOs needed” for 40m Spectrum

http://breadboardradio.com
mailto:w4fsv@breadboardradio.com
http://fists.co.uk/members/membersflc.html
http://fists.co.uk/flc
http://fists.co.uk/flc
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New product: MDBC 160m/80m QRP CW Transceiver Kit
Hendricks QRP has introduced the MDBC (Multi-band, Direct Conversion) QRP
CW transceiver kit.  Designed by Steve Weber, KD1JV, it is designed primarily,
and furnished, for operation on the 160 and 80 meter ham bands, with details
on how to change the two bands to any of the 40m, 30m, 20m, and 17m bands.
The wide tuning range of the DDS VFO also allows for general coverage tuning of
100 kHz to 21.5 MHz and the Direct Conversion receiver allows for the reception
of all modes.

Three receiver audio bandwidths are available
and are selected with a push button on the front
panel.  AGC and independent volume control
prevents ear shattering volume levels with very
strong stations.

160 and 80 meters was chosen for the stock
operating bands for two reasons.  One, there are
not many kits available for these bands.  Two,
the direct conversion receiver is best used on
bands which are generally not all that busy or
crowded.  Operating a DC receiver on the busy
40 and 20 bands can be very frustrating!

● DDS VFO with knob tuning
● 2x16 LCD display
● Internal speaker
● Auxiliary receiver antenna input
● 100 kHz to 21.5 MHz general coverage receiver tuning
● Direct conversion receiver for all mode reception
● 20 frequency memories
● Iambic B mode keyer with message memories and beacon mode
● RX current: 80m: 70 mA.  160m: 100 mA
● Sensitivity: ~ -90 dBm (5 μV)
● Three audio bandwidth settings
● Transmitter: 80m: 5.5 W at 13.8 V, 620 mA.  160m: 5.5 W at 13.8 V, 810 mA.

At the time of writing and excluding delivery, the price is $200 (USD).

Hendricks QRP Kits, 862 Frank Ave., Dos Palos, CA 93620, USA.
Email: order@qrpkits.com Website: www.qrpkits.com
Phone (USA, Monday-Friday, 9 am to 5 pm Pacific Time): 209-704-3522

http://www.qrpkits.com/mbdc.html
mailto:order@qrpkits.com
http://www.qrpkits.com/
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Review: UNIHAM UNI-715 Peter G0KOK #13226

I noticed on eBay a very interesting
paddle for portable use, primarily for the
FT-817 at £39.99 post free, that looked
interesting—I thought “just the job for
my FT-817” and promptly ordered one on
the 14�� of February and four weeks later
it arrived from China.  I must say I was
very impressed with the construction and quality of the paddle.  The UNIHAM
UNI-715 will fit on the left or right of the FT-817 using the two threaded holes for
the carry strap bracket.  The carry strap bracket can be left in place.  It does
require a 4mm Allen key to secure the key to the bracket block.  It has also a
fitted cable that is the correct length to reach the key jack on the rear of the

radio.

Happy with my purchase, a thought
crossed my mind—would it fit my Icom
703?  Dragging the 703 out of its bag, I
could see immediately that it would
indeed; the IC 703 has two threaded
holes midline on both sides for a vehicle
type mounting bracket.  On checking I

found the threaded holes to be exactly the same as the Allen bolt used on the
key (4mm).  If it is mounted on the nearest hole to the front of the radio it works
out okay and the cable reaches to the jack socket on the rear; I did make sure
that the Allen bolt was just the right length for the IC 703.

I am not sure that the Chinese manufacturers have realised that their key will do
for both radios; however, I am very pleased with my new key and with the added
bonus that it will fit both of my radios.  UNIHAM also supply the same key as a
standalone and not shaped.

It does not matter if the paddle is fitted to the right or left of the radio—the
finger plates are the same either way up.  It does mean however that the
DIT/DAH is round the wrong way; this can be changed easily in the menu of both
radios.

Ed: At the time of writing, the paddles don’t appear to be listed on eBay and the
company’s website www.uniham.com is unavailable.  However, a Chinese
company is advertising both left and right handed versions at $55 (USD)
including UK delivery: www.aliexpress.com

UNI-715 attached to FT-817

http://www.uniham.com
http://www.aliexpress.com/
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QTR ? David G3ZPF #355

QTR¹ ?  Maybe there is no such thing as the correct time.  Even having a standard
time throughout the world is a fairly recent introduction.  I only realised just how
recently (1847) after watching one of the “What the Victorians did for us” series
on TV.

With my curiosity piqued sufficiently to read more on the subject, I quickly
became aware that GMT, UT, and UTC, are not different terms for the same
thing, as I had always assumed … but more on that later.

Local Time
To begin with, every locality in the UK set its own time based
on the sun. It was noon at that location when the sun was
highest in the sky. Alternatively known as “apparent solar
time”, it can be measured using a sundial.

A Standard Time throughout the country became essential when transport
systems became so quick that they could not operate properly without it.
Standard time throughout the world only became possible after the invention of
the telegraph and later radio.

Britain became the first country to have its time set to one standard, after
intense lobbying by the railway companies.  The Great Western Railway was the
first one to adopt GMT across its network in November 1840.

In September 1847 the Railway Clearing House (the Railways Standards Institute)
recommended that Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) be adopted at all stations.  By
1855 most public clocks in Britain were set to GMT, but it would take another 34
years before all the USA railroads agreed on a common time standard.

The Royal Observatory at Greenwich was established as a
centre for time keeping to serve the maritime interests of
the UK.  Mariners kept their navigation timepieces on
GMT in order to be able to calculate their longitude,
relative to the Greenwich Meridian, whilst still using solar
time to determine “ship-borne time”.

Mainly because mariners of all nations already made
extensive use of Nevil Maskelyne’s “method of Lunar
distances” (based on observations at Greenwich), GMT
was established as a world time standard at the
International Meridian Conference in 1884.

¹ QTR—What is the correct time?  The correct time is … hours

Rev. Dr. Nevil
Maskelyne, 1732–1811
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Although not affecting the local time directly, “Time Zones” are based on this
reference as a number of hours ahead of, or behind, GMT.

GMT, UTC, and UT
There is more to GMT than just standardising on the time of
day that the sun is directly over the Greenwich Meridian.  The
earth’s orbit is elliptical, and its axis is tilted, so solar time can
be plus or minus about 15 minutes at certain times of the
year.  This non-linear timescale was transformed into a linear
one (mean solar time) by averaging time over a year, based
on the position of an imaginary sun that moves across the sky
with uniform speed.  GMT is the mean solar time on the
Greenwich meridian based on the position of this ‘mean sun’
and NOT on the position of the real sun.

The difference between apparent solar time and mean solar
time is known as “the equation of time”.  Greenwich was
certainly not the first location to use “mean solar time”
instead of “apparent solar time”.  Many methods have been
used to simulate mean solar time throughout history.  The earliest were
Clepsydras (water clocks) used from the second millennium BC until the early
second millennium.

Before the middle of the first millennium BC, they were adjusted to agree with
apparent solar time and were thus no different from the shadow cast by a
“gnomon” (a vertical pole), except that they could be used at night.

Most people use the terms GMT, UTC, and UT, as if they were different
expressions for the same thing, but they represent different standards.  In 1928
astronomers introduced the term Universal Time (UT) to indicate time measured
from GMT midnight.

To be entirely accurate, they actually introduced three different variants of
Universal Time (UT0, UT1, UT2) but as the maximum difference between all of
them is around 50 milliseconds, it is hardly surprising that most people are
unaware of them.  The term UT is generally used without any qualification.

Artificial time standards became more accurate than standards based on
astronomers’ observations, or the rotation of the earth, when atomic clocks
were introduced in the 50s.  In 1967 the standard (SI) second was re-defined,
based on the time generated by a caesium atomic clock.  The international time
scale based on this SI-second is International Atomic Time (TAI).  This time scale

Chronometer at the
Royal Greenwich

Observatory,
showing GMT
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was synchronised with UT at the beginning of 1958, but UT and TAI gradually
drift apart because they are based on totally different principles.

Universal Coordinated Time (UTC), sometimes referred to as “Zulu time”, is a
compromise between TAI and UT.  It was introduced in 1972 but runs
fractionally faster than UT.  To ensure that the difference is never more than 1
second, “leap-seconds” are added each time that UTC gains about half a second.
Leap seconds are “added” by pausing the UTC clock for one second.

Standard time signals are all based on UTC.  The National Physics Laboratory
(NPL) broadcast UK time on 60kHz from Rugby for many years, but in 2007
transmissions were relocated to Anthorn in Cumbria.

Central European Time (CET) is broadcast on 77.5kHz from DCF77 at Frankfurt.

Space Time
Time is now based on an SI second, which is based on the atomic resonance of
Caesium and has nothing but coincidence to do with a fraction of a ‘real’ day.
Newton’s laws of motion depend on time for accuracy, but we’ve fudged the
definition of time.

For everyday use the differences are of little consequence, but what about space
travel?  Enter “Barycentric Dynamical Time” (TDB).  Apparently this form of
atomic time is now used when calculating the orbital positions of
planets and other solar system objects.  The orbital position
tables (ephemerides) are tied to optical and radar
observations of planetary motion.

The TDB timescale is then ‘fitted’ so that Newton’s
Laws of Motion (with corrections for general
Relativity) are followed.

Hmm.  To me, ‘fitted’ sounds like ‘fudged’, which would
worry me if I was contemplating space travel!

And Finally …
Despite how logical and useful a country-wide time system
was, the resistance to adopting GMT is indicated by the fact
that, for a few years after its introduction, some
enterprising souls made a living supplying clocks with an
hour hand and two minute hands.  One was set to Local
Time, and the other to GMT.

David G3ZPF

Drawings of Harrison's
H4 chronometer of
1761, published in

“The principles of Mr
Harrison’s time-
keeper”, 1767.
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New products: Begali Keys for 2014
The 60�� Anniversary key is a Special Edition of our
acclaimed Sculpture key, commemorating the 60��
anniversary of our company, and only 214 pieces will
ever be made.

The arms of this paddle, with a 1:1 leverage ratio,
are extremely short and are made from a lightweight
alloy.  The finger pieces are also made from
aluminium alloy for excellent tactile feedback and
low mass.  The resulting combined minimal moving mass, in combination with
the highest grade racing bearings, results in a responsiveness and precision that
you will probably not find in any other paddle.

The 60�� Anniversary key has the fine adjustments of our best paddles, and gold
contacts made from solid 14k gold (not plated) are a standard feature.

The Sculpture Arrow straight key, like its siblings in
the growing Sculpture line of paddles, was
designed to represent the ultimate key of its type,
combining materials and state-of-the art
techniques that set it apart from anything else on
the market

The massive arm with a Navy-style knob is suspended in racing bearings for
utmost agility.  The return force is created by two independently adjustable
magnets, one attracting and one repelling.  The use of two opposing magnets
lets you create a force characteristic that is virtually constant—something that
cannot be done with a single magnet or a spring.  With a little bit of
experimentation, you can create a force curve that is perfectly matched to your
own style.

Solid 925/1000 silver contacts (not plated) are a standard feature with the
Sculpture Arrow.

The Sculpture Swing is a no-compromise cootie key and,
like its siblings in the growing Sculpture line of paddles, it
was designed to represent the ultimate key of its type,
combining materials and state-of-the art techniques that
set it apart from anything else on the market.

http://www.i2rtf.com/html/anniversary.html
http://www.i2rtf.com/html/anniversary.html
http://www.i2rtf.com/html/anniversary.html
http://www.i2rtf.com/html/anniversary.html
http://www.i2rtf.com/html/anniversary.html
http://www.i2rtf.com/html/anniversary.html
http://www.i2rtf.com/html/sculpture_arrow.html
http://www.i2rtf.com/html/sculpture_swing.html
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Unlike with paddles or straight keys, you want the contact closure in a cootie key
to be soft.  You see the elaborate sliding contact assembly at the back of the
key—changing its position determines how stiff the long needle arm feels.  At
the front you see concentric spring-loaded stops and a cam which determine the
centre position and the return force.  When you move the long lever, the
concentric stop will be compressed, and eventually the gold plated ball on the
needle arm will touch the contact in the contact post without abruptly stopping
your movement.  This is a key for specialists with a “feel” and hand movements
which are unlike any other key—but once you have mastered it, it will provide
the satisfaction of a high-speed key that does not need an electronic keyer.

The gold contacts made from solid 14k gold (not plated) are a standard feature—
the best contacts available anywhere.

For all three keys, all fixed parts are completely made from AISI-304 stainless
steel—a virtually indestructible material that can only be shaped to this
perfection with specialized machinery and tools.  It is polished to a finish that
should stay perfect for a lifetime, and, unlike plated surfaces, you can always
remove any blemishes with fine abrasive compounds like jewellers’ rouge or car
polish.  Excluding delivery, at the time of writing, the prices are:

60�� Anniversary Key: €490.00 (EUR) Sculpture Arrow: €399.00 (EUR)
Sculpture Swing: €460.00 (EUR)

Address: Officina Meccanica Pietro Begali, Via Badia 22, I-25060 Cellatica, Italy
Website: www.i2rtf.com Email: begali@i2rtf.com Phone:  +39 030322203

New Products: Wooden Finger Pieces from WB8LZG
Gregg WB8LZG has resumed making wooden finger pieces for keys.  (Note:
please ignore the ‘crossing-out’ on his website—this is a technical issue—Gregg
really is supplying finger pieces again.)  He writes:

I will be taking orders for a limited run of replacement finger pieces from now
until Sept 15, 2014.  I can make them for Vibroplex, Bencher, P2, Black Widow
and a few others.  Here are the woods available:

● African Padouc, dark red, nice grain
● Tulipwood, red with nice grain
● Purple Heart, dark purple with nice curling
● Canarywood, yellow with nice figure
● Great Western Curly Maple, light yellowish,

very nice “tiger” curling

http://www.i2rtf.com/
mailto:begali@i2rtf.com
http://www.egr.msu.edu/~mulderg/
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● Mohogany, light brown
● Northern Mich curly Maple,

Birdseye Maple, light yellowish
● Spalted Beech, light wood, nice

spallting
● Brazilian Satinwood, yellow with

very nice figure
● African Sapele, Brown and nice grain
● Zebra wood, light brown with

superior figure
● Chate Cok, red with nice figure

Cost is $25 (USD) per set post-paid, $40 (USD) for 2 sets post-paid.  I can make
them for other keys besides Vibroplex, Benchers, P2’s, Black Widows and Schurrs
but custom pieces are $40 (USD) a set, and I need an EXACT tracing to show size
and hole placement.  Vibroplex single lever paddles get 2 finger pieces and nylon
spacers with mounting screws.

All pieces get made in three shapes: Vibroplex ovals, Bencher triangles, and a
Generic “rounded off triangle” (for P2s and similar).  Anything other than these
three shapes is a custom order.

Orders are expected to be filled by mid November–early December 2014.

This is what I need to fulfil your order:

● State how many sets.
● For what kind of key.
● State a choice of wood (1�� and 2ⁿ� choice please).
● Enclose check or M.O. for the order to my QRZ.COM address

qrz.com/db/WB8LZG.
● Your correct return shipping address.

Any Questions?  Contact me for information at wb8lzg@sbcglobal.net.
73 Gregg WB8LZG

Palm Radio has redesigned the connecting
cable of the Mini Paddle (“MP-CC”)
completely.

The new cable is about 70 cm (27 inches) long,
thin, highly flexible and provides increased

New products: Mini Paddles Connecting Cable and Plug Kit

http://qrz.com/db/WB8LZG
mailto:wb8lzg@sbcglobal.net
http://www.palm-radio.de/english/eaccessories_mp_cc.html
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reliability compared to the previously used solution.  We have now created our
own plug, consisting of a two-part plastic housing for the 3 pin connector of the
Mini Paddle.  It has an integrated strain relief, is designed for cables up to about
2.3 mm diameter and bears the Palm Radio logo on top.

The 3.5 mm stereo phone plug on the other cable end is gold plated to ensure a
reliable connection to the rig.

All Mini Paddles that we ship from now on will come with
the new, improved cable.

The new 3 pin connector can also be obtained individually
as the new Connector kit “MP-Plug”.

Web site: www.palm-radio.de Email: info@palm-radio.de

For UK customers, Palm Radio products are available from SOTAbeams—see
page 3.

New products: Morse Keys by John Wellings
John Wellings (UK) is now building and supplying Morse keys.  John is a retired
engineer and he builds Morse keys by hand; no CNC machines are used—only a
manually operated lathe and milling machine.  This makes every key individual.

His keys are built from brass—
traditionally used on keys from the
last century—and mostly mounted
on hardwood bases.  All keys are
polished to a mirror finish and then
lacquered to reduce oxidisation.  All
the parts for the keys are built by
John in his workshop in
Birmingham, England, and no parts
are bought in.

Building these keys by hand is very time-consuming, so please be patient if you
are waiting for a key to buy.

For a video review of one of John’s keys by FISTS member Sandy G0VQW, see
tinyurl.com/JWKeyReview

Website: johnwellingsmorsekeys.weebly.com
Email: jwellings@blueyonder.co.uk

Straight Key by John Wellings

http://www.palm-radio.de/english/eaccessories_mp_plug.html
http://www.palm-radio.de
mailto:info@palm-radio.de
http://tinyurl.com/JWKeyReview
http://johnwellingsmorsekeys.weebly.com/
mailto:jwellings@blueyonder.co.uk
jwellings@blueyonder.co.uk
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Why are “pump keys” so-named?

The original reason was because of the
“pumping” action used to operate the
key.  It was much more pronounced in
days gone by when there was a spark gap
and very stiff springs.

Nowadays “pump key” has morphed into
the location of the contacts and how the
connection is made.

On traditional keys the contacts are on
the operator side of the fulcrum and the

contact is made by
the upper contact coming down on the lower contact.  This
provides for a much smaller key and the action is different
from “pump keys”.

On a “pump key” the contacts are on the opposite side of
the fulcrum from the operator.  The contact is made by the
lower contact rising to meet the upper contact.  The lever
arm is much longer
and generally a pump
key is much heavier
and larger than
traditional keys.

The main exception to
that rule is the Navy
Flameproof; it is a
“pump-style” key and

much smaller than any other pump that I
can think of.

Credits—many thanks to:
● John G0RDO for allowing use of his Lennart Pettersson key photograph.

His collection can be viewed at www.morsemad.com.
● Dennis K6DF for allowing use of his Mini Key and Flameproof key

photographs.
His collection can be viewed at k6df.net/telegraph/keys.html.

Pump key by Lennart Pettersson from
John G0RDO’s collection.  Note that the
contacts are at the far left (rear) of the

key.

Not a pump key!
Note that the contacts

are on the knob side
of the pivot.  This

unusual key is a Mini
Key by J. H. Bunnell
from Dennis K6DF’s

collection. US Navy Flameproof key by
J. H. Bunnell from

Dennis K6DF’s collection.

Pump Keys Randy KB4QQJ #13535

http://www.morsemad.com/
http://k6df.net/telegraph/keys.html
http://www.morsemad.com/
http://www.morsemad.com/
http://www.morsemad.com/
http://k6df.net/telegraph/keys.html
http://k6df.net/telegraph/keys.html
http://k6df.net/telegraph/keys.html
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QUA QUA@fists.co.uk Compiled by Graham G3ZOD #8385

QUA: “Here is news of ... (call sign)”

G0DJA Dave has started a Yahoo Group tinyurl.com/cwmachine for the Begali
CW Machine, an iambic keyer with a key pad and internal
logbook, that can also be connected to a PS/2 keyboard.  The
CW Machine is currently out of production, but if you’d like to
read more about it and/or be notified if it becomes available
again, the details are at
www.i2rtf.com/html/cw_machine.html.

G3HAL Pol’s article ‘Smarter Procedures’ on page 42 of the Winter 2013/2014
Key Note contained a couple of editorial errors—apologies for this.  Rather than
QSP and QRH, Pol was referring to QAP and QDH:

G4YVM David writes:
“Andover Radio Amateurs Club (Andover, Hampshire) is looking for guest

speakers for 2015.
I would be very interested to hear from any ex ROs or land based professional

civilian operators who feel they could give an illuminating talk for an hour or so
to us at ARAC.

We are genuinely interested in everything radio!  (And non-radio, as our last
talk on WW2 navigation techniques goes to show.)

We pay reasonable expenses.
Please email me g4yvm@hotmail.co.uk or call me on 07749 199 453”

G0VQW Sandy reported in the fistscw online group:
“I recently had the chance to review a Morse key

made by hand in Birmingham by Mr. John Wellings.
The fit and finish of the key was excellent.  John
intends building other designs like the Swedish style
and possibly some paddles too.  He is a retired
engineer.  Here is a link to a video showing the key: tinyurl.com/JWKeyReview
Thanks in advance for watching.  John Wellings’ web site can be found here:
www.johnwellingsmorsekeys.weebly.com“

Also see page 45 for more information about John.

Code Question Answer or Statement

QAP Shall I listen for you on ... kHz/MHz? Listen for me on ... kHz/MHz

QDH What is causing the present
interference?

The present interference is caused by....

mailto:qua@fists.co.uk
http://tinyurl.com/cwmachine
http://www.i2rtf.com/html/cw_machine.html
https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn1213a5.pdf
https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn1213a5.pdf
mailto:g4yvm@hotmail.co.uk
http://tinyurl.com/JWKeyReview
http://www.johnwellingsmorsekeys.weebly.com
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YouKits www.youkits.com has issued a warning about fake HB1B Mk II
transceivers:

“Please be cautious; an eBay seller who is not an
authorized vendor of YouKits is again selling and advertising
the HB1B MKII as a YouKits radio.  These are counterfeit units. …

All these counterfeit units show ‘Youkits 2013’ when powered up because they
copied our older version.  If you purchased any HB1B brand new recently from
our store or distributors, then it must show ‘YouKits 2014’ when powered up.

We have tested this fake and find that it only has 1–2 W output and the 2ⁿ�
harmonic is far under the FCC standard.  Please only purchase YouKits products
from our distributors and the YouKits web page or eBay store.  Please ask for an
original purchase invoice when you get anything used.”

G4LQF Norman has recorded a video
tinyurl.com/G4LQFKey describing his new
home-designed and made Morse straight key,
completed after 18 months.  (See the end of the
video for a preview of Norman’s latest project!)

The RSGB (UK National Radio Society) is consulting over changes for the 2015
contest rules.  Their web page tinyurl.com/RSGBCC2014 includes details of the
white paper containing the changes and invites comments by email.

The RSGB reports that Ofcom turned down a request submitted by the RSGB on
behalf of Poldhu Amateur Radio Club for the permanent allocation of the

regional secondary locator letter ‘K’ to Cornwall.  If it had been accepted,
Cornwall would have been treated as a separate region in the same way
as England, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Jersey, Northern Ireland, Scotland,

and Wales, with stations operating from Cornwall using 2K, GK, and MK
prefixes.  The RSGB stated that it agrees with Ofcom’s position on this

particular request, but would support requests for allocation of such a letter on
a temporary basis to celebrate a special event.

Under the title “Boredom and its effects”,
G0ISO Mike sent in the following:

“This morning I was in the shack after hanging
out the washing and suddenly realised there was
more than one use for a peg and this was the
result.  Ingredients: one peg, three screws, one
microswitch, and a suitable spring because the
one on the peg was too strong.  Total time taken was 40 minutes and yes, it does
work okay!”

Mike G0ISO has the art of key
making well and truly pegged!

http://www.youkits.com/
http://www.youkits.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hpRQ2ReWcU
http://tinyurl.com/G4LQFKey
http://rsgb.org/main/blog/news/gb2rs/headlines/2014/05/30/contest-committee-proposes-rule-changes/
http://tinyurl.com/RSGBCC2014
http://www.rsgbcc.org/whitepaper2014.pdf
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I didn’t hear about TOPS CW Club (Telegraphy Operators Society) until joining
FISTS in 2002 and reading George ‘Geo’ G3ZQS’ brief comments about it, despite
TOPS being founded in 1946 and G3ZOD being licensed in 1970.  There is almost
no information about TOPS on the Internet; it seems that it ceased to exist
around the time when the founder Phil GW8WJ went Silent Key (August 28��,
1990).  This leaves me curious and I wonder what people can tell me about it.
Was it something like FISTS?  Did it have awards and on-air activities?

Robert #15916 enjoys experimenting and building
keys.  One of his latest, shown in the diagram and
photographs on the right, is using a small square
magnet instead of a spring.  The magnet is
attracted to a metal screw.

“Adjusting it was just a matter of setting the
screw further in or out to get the required pull, like
a tension spring.  If the pull is too much altogether,
you simply use a smaller screw.”
This is made possible by some small, inexpensive,
and surprisingly powerful magnets from Staples.

Robert comments (and it’s possible he may be
exaggerating a little!  HI):

“These magnets are fierce.  I think, if you held one
firmly in both hands, and stood near a passing train,
you’d be a passenger in a split second!”

Another of Robert’s experiments is the
unusual key shown on the right.  It
reminds me (and I’m showing my age

now) of the handheld stamp that UK Post Offices used to use to
print circles with the location and date (similar to those printed
over cancelled postage stamps).

G3ZPF David has written about the article “Beat It!  A Zero Beat Finder from a
Circuit” in the Winter 2013/2014 Key Note.

“On most rigs there is an alternative way to get exactly zero-beat on CW
without any external hardware.  Assuming your rig has sidetone, you press the
key down without going onto transmit (turn off VOX) and use the sidetone to
zero-beat with the incoming signal.¹

¹ Ed: Many radios have a ‘spot’ button that can be used instead.  E.g. on an FT-817, press
and hold the HOME button.

Cathedral
Products
“designer

square
magnets”,
available

from
Staples

https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn1213a5.pdf
https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn1213a5.pdf
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You need to ensure that your TX offset is the same as your RX sidetone setting,
of course.

With modern synthesiser-based rigs the offset is digitally derived so it won’t
need adjustment and will be accurate whether your rig uses CW on the USB side,
or LSB side (CW or CWR in modern parlance).

You do need to go in the menus to set the desired CW TX offset to be the same
pitch as the one you like to receive on.  800 Hz is too high for many people, and
that’s what the default tends to be.

On older rigs you’ll need to get inside and adjust the TX offset trimmer to
match your preferred RX sidetone.

After 30 years with a TS-930, I now have a TS-590 (which I love to bits) and I
don’t find the ‘CW tune’ function absolutely accurate unless the signal is loud
enough to completely deaden the background noise, but it will get you close
enough to be heard okay.”

Personally, I get along fine using the K3’s sidetone from its “Spot” button to
(literally) zero beat—no throbbing—but I think it’s fair to say that many have not
been able to do this and have found tuning aids of great benefit.  The K3 also has
a “CW Tune” feature.  Out of curiosity I have just tried it under some far from
ideal conditions—short CQs and exchanges from contest stations on 40m that
are not that strong.  It is managing to get to within 5 Hz of the exact frequency,
which is pretty impressive.  The drawback, though, seems to be that if you press
the “Spot” button at the very end of a transmission, the K3 goes wandering off
frequency in search of the vanished signal.  HI

David has sent in some hints:
“It took me a while to find them, but I finally figured out

who makes the connectors on DC rigs on most 12V
transceivers.

At first I thought they were made by ‘Molex’ (who do make a smaller version)
but the data sheet at www.farnell.com/datasheets/1722353.pdf shows the
maker is ‘JST’ (Japan Solderless Terminals).

CPC don’t stock them, but Farnell uk.farnell.com do.
When you consider dealers want £35 for a made-up DC lead, there’s a fair

saving to be made when you can get the plugs & connectors for under £5 :-)
The 4-pin ‘square’ plug is used on TS590 & IC7100, and all the other ones (4 in

a line, 6-way, etc.) are available from the same maker.”
(Ed: Search for “6.2mm connector” on the Farnell website.)

Regarding the gel pads mentioned in the Summer 2013 Key Note, David writes:

http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/1722353.pdf
http://uk.farnell.com/
http://uk.farnell.com/
https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn0813a5.pdf
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“I was the one who alerted Mike to the suitability of gel pads
for keeping Morse keys still.  I first spotted them (photograph on
the right) next to the tills in our local branch of ‘Dunelm’ while
waiting to be served, and decided to try one out.

Unlike ‘Blu Tack’ they do not leave any marks when peeled off,
and they are so sticky they can easily hold a Czech Morse key on a
vertical surface for as long as it takes you to get bored waiting for
it to fall.

I even managed to persuade the gel pad to adhere to a
plastered wall while on holiday, and still support the key.  It
left no mark on the wall when removed, but it had picked up
a sprinkling of plaster dust.  That washed off easily under a
tap.  I’m told they are great for getting dog hairs off car
seats too.”

I recently had one foam earpad on a nice set of Logitech computer headphones
tear, and discovered that it was possible to get inexpensive generic
replacements on the likes of Amazon and eBay.  In my case, the replacements
were slightly disappointing because the originals were extremely thin compared
to the replacements.  However, it saved purchasing a new pair of headphones
(essential for me—when not in use practising using Koch Morse or trying to beat
my personal score in CW Freak, I like to listen to music while typing away on
Key Note etc!)  David reports a related experience:

“HS6 Headphones: I’ve found a supplier of replacement earpads for the
Kenwood HS6 headphones.  Kenwood do not stock replacements any more,
which is puzzling because the HS6 headphones are now £35!  Even with light use,
the foam pads gradually deteriorate from UV degradation.

The Sennheiser PX100 & 200 earpads (50mm) fit the HS6.  There are two types
available, foam ones and leatherette ones, because various models in the PX
range are ‘open’ or ‘closed’ types.  The HS6 is supplied with foam earpads but for
comms. purposes I doubt if it makes any difference.

I believe the Kenwood HS5 headset is (or was) supplied with both foam and
leatherette earpads.

I fitted the Sennheiser leatherette ones.  Genuine Sennheiser ones are
available for around £5, with 3�� party versions somewhat cheaper.  The
leatherette ones are very fiddly to fit but they do fit exactly.

The foam earpads are far thinner than the original Kenwood ones, but can be
had in a 6-pack for £1 (including postage) from Amazon.

eBay devotees could well find them even cheaper and, I daresay, larger
earpads to fit the HS5 are available too.”

Genuine
photo of
one on a
wardrobe

door.
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David has also written about Morse abbreviations:
I have a query re: the ‘barred’ characters described by G3HAL, or more

specifically one of them (page 41 in the Winter 2013/2014 Key Note).
VA .... A lot of people use that interpretation of SK (audibly identical) but what

do the letters stand for?  By which I mean all the other barred characters have
fairly logical interpretations.  I was taught that:

AR = Any Reply
CL = closing my station
K = invitation to transmit, leading to …
SK = ‘s’ = signing with you, ‘k’ = invitation to transmit

So, AR (any reply) is used in conjunction with either a K or an SK
G3HAL says AR = end of message, and equates it to ‘hw cpi?’ + ‘btu’ but AR?

(as opposed to just AR) would be ‘all received’?
I guess there are endless subtleties, but the whole question of VA versus SK is

something I’ve never seen an explanation for.
SK seems to be a far more rational interpretation, and although VA is probably

an acronym for something back in the dawn of time, I’ve never known what it is.

I’m certain that Pol didn’t mean to imply that AR had any more meaning than
“end of message”; he was just pointing out that operators are using ‘HW CPI?’,
‘BTU’ (or similar) to indicate that the message has ended and callsigns are about
to follow, but using AR instead of them expresses “end of message” more
concisely.

What David was given for AR and SK are mnemonics (memory aids) rather than
acronyms, and misleading ones at that because they can both be present in a
transmission to which no further reply is expected—if a reply is expected, K or
KN must be added.
AE0Q at www.qsl.net/ae0q/prosign.htm explains their origins as follows:

AR comes from the American Morse letters FN, meaning ‘finish’.
SK, from the American Morse 30, meaning half-past the hour, the end of an
operator’s shift.

It’s an interesting point about how VA came to be used an alternative expression
of the pattern of dots and dashes in SK—perhaps it was due to the use of ‘SK’
(no bar) to mean ‘Silent Key’?

A poll in the “fistscw” Yahoo group asked:
When you write or type . . . _ . _ how do you write / type it?

There were 32 votes, of which 50% were for SK, 44% were for VA, and 6% were
for “another form”.  There were some comments saying that they should never

https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn1213a5.pdf
http://www.qsl.net/ae0q/prosign.htm
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/fistscw/info
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be written down, but the thought behind the poll was writing them down on
web pages and documents rather than copying Morse from a radio.

NT8O Mike and N8BX Fred are now
producing K8RA keys (sadly, Jerry
K8RA became a Silent Key in
January).  For more information, see
the K8RA website www.k8ra.com.

Would you like to add a FISTS QSO with Kosovo to your logbook? Z63MED David
writes:

“I always encourage folks to contact me if they need this Z6 callsign in the log.
I am always willing to do individual skedding as required—conditions /
propagation permitting—and my preference is CW of course.”

David can be contacted by email: meadows@un.org.

A member asked if there is a way to send Morse code between android-based
phones for practice and fun.  There used to be a “Morse email” system, but it is
no longer available (I understand that the author is now a Silent Key).

The simplest way that I can think of doing this is to use Fabian Kurz DJ1YFK’s
‘Convert text to CW’ web page lcwo.net/text2cw to create an MP3 file and then
send the file as an email attachment—not a single step, but not too onerous
either.

Page 22 has a tribute to Bill
G4KKI (Silent Key). G8ODE
Mario was a close friend of
Bill’s and fellow RSARS
member.  He writes:

“We had some lovely
hour-long chats and looking
at ways to get Bill back on
the air after he had to give
up his shack in the loft (he
did not have strength to
climb up so retired to a
makeshift set up in the
kitchen).  I made him a

K8RA P4 dual lever keyK8RA P6 single lever key

Bill G4KKI (SK) pictured on the Summit of Ingleborough
in the Yorkshire Dales

http://www.k8ra.com/
mailto:meadows@un.org
http://lcwo.net/text2cw
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US Army loop tuner for his QRP ops.  Bill did not give up his hobby and did
manage a few QSOs using a short commercial vertical and a 50W linear he
purchased.

Today my ‘4-Band COLA Antenna’ article was published and I dedicated it to
Bill.  We talked about my open loop antenna experiments and my initial skeleton-
bare bones version’s success.  He always showed interest in what I was doing, so
it seemed the right thing to do.”

Mario’s article is available on the RSARS website: tinyurl.com/4bandcola

He has also written a study related to the antenna, also available in the
RSARS online library along with many other interesting documents:
tinyurl.com/RSARSlibrary

G4WJM Bill, under the heading “Out Of The Blue”, writes:
“Most normal people like to relax whilst involved in some task, with a bit of

background Mozart or some nice jazz music, but your scribe prefers to have
Morse in the background as he enjoys wielding a hot soldering iron.

One evening I was doing just that with the rig on Dual Watch and tuned to a
“pile-up” on 18MHz.  I was becoming more and more irritated as I listened to the
bad behaviour (continuous calling without listening, jamming the DX station’s
frequency etc.), so I went over to the rig and grumpily spun the tuning up the
band. It came to rest on a clear spot and I went back to the work-bench and
basked in the nice restful sound of atmospherics.  Yes, I’m funny that way.

Suddenly, I was shocked to hear ZL4PW at RST 559 call CQ and a near
neighbour of mine, Derek G3KHZ, called and worked the ZL easily.  I rushed over
to the key and transmitted without even checking if I was netted.  Imagine my
surprise when Paul came back to me with RST 339 from Oamaru.

I suspect some seasoned DXers will be thinking “So what?”, but ever since I
got my ticket in 1984, I have always operated a low to medium power station
with simple wire aerials, and considered getting ZL into my log as a bit of a
“Mission Impossible”.  Therefore making that elusive QSO so easily is something I
will never forget, and it came at a very opportune time—just as I was becoming
disenchanted with this great hobby of ours!

If any FISTS member has gone 29 years without working a particularly elusive
country, my advice is to tune to a clear spot on any band, plug in your soldering
iron and listen to the atmospheric music, but make sure you are in a grumpy
mood HI.  73/88, good luck and keep pounding brass.”

I will make one comment—I couldn’t do that with my soldering iron!  It’s an
inexpensive temperature-controlled one from Maplin and generates noise at RF.

http://tinyurl.com/4bandcola
http://tinyurl.com/RSARSlibrary
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Vlad, one of our recent
members, writes:

“My minimalist homemade
telegraph.

I installed one of them in
my room and another one in
the children’s room.

 Now we are connected.
I made these keys and two

multivibrators to practice
Morse code with my 8 year old
daughter, but my second
daughter (5 years old), whom
you see in the picture, became
even more enthusiastic.

She still doesn’t know how
to read and is just learning the
alphabet.  Learning it together
with Morse makes it more
interesting for her.”

Pictured below is his
minimalist key.

Vlad is working towards his amateur radio
licence as well as Morse code; we wish him well

with these and look forward to hearing him on the air.

KB1DSB Karl, President of FISTS North
America, shared this photograph of himself
aloft, writing:

“Just in case you might wish to know
what I look like, well this is the best you get.

Putting the top two sections on my
tower here in Alabama today.”

73 de qua@fists.co.uk

mailto:qua@fists.co.uk


Anne Webb, 40 Links Road, Penn, Wolverhampton WV4 5RF
sales@fists.co.uk Tel. +44 (0)1902 338973

Vinyl car window stickers £1 inc. UK delivery.

Note: these are printed in reverse so they
can be stuck on the inside of a window.

FISTS CW Course £3.50 inc. UK delivery / £4.50 inc. delivery to UK & Europe. DX please ask!

The FISTS CW Course is a Morse code training package suitable for
beginners and improvers. It comprises:

· The well-known K7QO course on CD to learn the code (including
files containing the texts sent).

· Two practice CDs made by our own Mary G0NZA, which are great
for people that want to improve from the 12 wpm level.

· An A5 booklet with forty-odd pages that includes all the texts for
Mary’s disks.

This package is a real help to anyone who is learning Morse code and we are very happy
to be able to offer it. (Thanks to Chuck K7QO and Mary G0NZA for allowing FISTS to
produce these disks.)

Ordering Orders for club Items can be paid for by cheque drawn on a UK bank made
out to FISTS or PayPal to sales@fists.co.uk. (For credit or debit card, see the website.)

P����� include your name, address and details of what you are ordering!
If sending a cheque, write your member number and callsign on the back.

Enamelled Club badges
£2 inc. UK delivery

Standard QSL Cards £8.50 for
100 cards inc. UK delivery

Club Sales

Leather Key Ring
£2 inc. UK delivery

The FISTS Log Book from David G4YVM is still available.  With pages on heavy white
paper and front cover on heavy gloss with an acetate sheet to protect it, it provides for

2,000 log entries.  It also includes information on FISTS
frequencies, activities, awards, and log sheets for the awards.

It’s available for £9.50 (GBP) including postage to UK
addresses, PayPal to bumbledp@gmail.com .  For non-UK
addresses, please contact David for details:
bumbledp@gmail.com , telephone (UK) 07749 199453.
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